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Famous Stage Beauties
look with horror on kin Erup-
tions, Blotc So r Pimples.
They don't h e t , nor will
any one, wh
Arnica Salve. t
face. Ecze
before it. t
chapped
hurries, cu All persons
ealualed for plies. Only at Col__• tobacco wareheuse• wilieh4-
afternoon verY "'mil. it was a
burned sew-rat weeks a g-0-, d ay to be long *membered by against the este
Dale Stubblefields. all. espeCialy the one in whose Shaw, deceased,amounts to about S10,000.
Deathof Mrs. Alka Hays.
Mrs, Allen Hays, of the Buc-
hanan vicinity, died last Friday
-Much of the tobacco which honor the surprise was given.-
watt saved. was shipped to Pa-
dttcah and Henderson, Ky.,
they will return to Murrit3-- to re-
side,
me on or before Johe . 1912T The bride is a daughter ofMrs.
where it was disposed of. On
or forever be barred from pays' M. H. Jairots., of this city, and
night after a long illness of Friday of list week the remain-
lung trouble: Mrs. Hays was der. amounting to about 50.1306 Lovable and Beautiful Dane ter of Supt.
estimable woman and a devo- pounds. Was sold on the -site at J mei
1 
W. . Hills Dies at Her Ho in of Daniel Shaw, Deceased, is a son of Mr. Rufus Downs, theted member of the Christian 7 cents per pound. Paducah After Short illness. • —.•••
church. The loss to the insurance corn-
She was about 47 years of age panics amounted to nearly 90 
•
and is survived by her husband, per cent.- Paris Post Intelli-
three daughters.,and one son. , geneer.
The-funeral was held by dd.
women and children are being Daniel Mortis and located just
drafted for the planting of the i at the rear of his residence. It
erops. 'spread from there to the cabin
2 The authorities so far have I owned by Mrs: Ivey. For -it
failed to apprehend the assas- time things looked squally as
sins of Callahan, and this has I several other houses caught
contributed_to the fear that they 'from burning shingles and it
will continue their depredations. looked as the whole block would
The report states further that a: , however it was finally cons
bitter feeling exists between rolled 
----,---,--
with only the bUrning o
the henchmen of the CallahansIthe two houses, which were a to-
and the members of the Smith- tal loss ofthe house and contents.
Deaton-Jonnson faction, who No insurance.
are accused of killing Callahan.
----and that another outbreak is W. 0. W. Picsic.
looked for at any time.
• •
. H. Porter, of Clinton, Ky.,
bought the sewerage franchise
of the City Gouncil at their last
meeting. Mr. Porter will re-
Goes up is Smoke, turn to Murray in about ten days
when he ill have surveys and
Fire was discovered about estimates of the work taken.
noon Saturday issuing from the He will then submit a proposi-
house described by one of the
their fields for fear of assassi- !colored population as that "dos-
nations' bullets, and that the ble tenant" house owned by
•
ye I', CO e and bring a
basket of dinner, and spend the
day. There will be plenty of
barbecued meat. July 4th, at
Pottertown. Everybody in vi-
s Bucklen's ted. calces and the boys made ice
glorifies the
tion to those who may wish to
invest in this enterprise as he
thinks it better for a communi-
ty to invest in their own enter-
prises as we always take more
interest in "our work" than
"his work." _
Now is the time to locate and
Invest in Murray, for the -spirit
of progression has us' in its
grip
Root for Murray for it is the
nniest town, "the 64 wlertar
ty in West Kentucky.
A Serprise Party.
. •
FFJJI 
this week and had a warrant is-
Sued for .Tohn Sheridan, whol
lives • over the line, and who
shot- Kuykendall through the
several daya-_--aga.: Titoye
Nos Draft— Moms le -7-Wagit asas not dangerously hurt. but
Fislis Mrs* ear if quite painfully so, andir the
Asia ssinat•a. - wouad kept him from chewing
tobacco and interfered with his
mastication at mealtime it is his
Lexington-, -Ky., June 10.
News was brought here from
Jackson to-day to the effect that
since the recent assassination
of Sheriff Ed Callahan the far-
mers livingtin the Long Creek
section of Breathitt county,
where the,„assassination took
place, are affraid to work in
At Last 'Wing -of City-
--&-Tewerge was
SsM to P. IL Porter-
desire that Sheridan, who is now
perhaps "forth miles away." be
apprehended forthwith Paris
Parisian.
• 0 -
.1 • 
A surprise given Ourn 0. Rob-
--seats, of Memphis, Tenn., at his
home on last Saturday afternoon
Jime 8th, hy=hls -old- pupils of-
Sugar Creek school. Over 60
pupils and friends were present
They presented several nice
cream. The afternoon was
O Salt Rheum 
Tea Thousand Dollars. spent in eating cream and kodak
ea sore lips, 
. ing and a sociable- and jolly
chilb ; heals The salvage on the tobacco 
good -time, every body was full
.. • say Eaker, Ezellved from the & of life-and seemed to enjoy the
•111111
Mrs. Nancy Duncan of North
Tinetesattirday in Aft. zit:al cern_ Randolplvstree. is entertaining
etery_. Paris Parisian. her two sisters. Mesda
mes J. W.
-AI. • •••
Warrant Ismie for Sheridan.
,• •••• t...!. the.
Stag:nor and J.
ter, Ky. This
north, and f!'':.
s- '
II!. tin t.
.1. Erin. of De-
is their visit
- iI luin ;he
••••=.
MISS ELLA HILLS
Paducah, Ky., June 11. - After!
-a brief illness of gastritis, Miss i
Ella Grace Hills. 20 years old, the
daughlcr of :Mrs. W. J.. Hills and ,
Superintendent W. J. Hills, of
thatNaihville-Chattaneoga and
' St .1,oeis railroad, died Mond
,
ay!
morti!nesatiwr home, 318 North
Ninth street. • .
This most untimely end of one
of Paducah's sweetest and most
lovable young women came peace-
fully, follawing a sudden sink-
ing spell Sunday night. The
funeral will be held this after.
noon at 3 o'clock. the Rev. H.
. Surviell-,—patitor-ot the First
Presbyterian church officiating.
Burial in Oak Grove cemetery.
Miss Hills was a graduate of
the Pailuoah High school, having
been a member of the 1910 grad-
uates class. In 1911 she entered
the Maryland Art institute and
was leoked upon as one of the
most promising students in the
the. college. The instructors re-
garded her future as a great as-
set and praised her remarkable
talent, _
Miss Hills had just returned
home when seized with the at.
tack of acute gastritis. Her -Con-
dition rapidly became worseand
Saturday night artificial respir-
atiGn was resorted to.
Besides her parents, she is Beale- The bride and gmmn
survived by -three sisters and were Preeeeded by the ribbon-
bearers Little Miss Julia Ermine
VanCleve. of Hopkinsville, and
D. Warren Bridges, of
-Richmond. Ky. To. air
strains of the wedding march,
the bride and groom entered, and
were met by Rev. T. IL Grider.
of Elkton, who, in a most im-
grieved-to- learn of her sudden pressive manner. pronoun c e d
demise. _ the ceremony which made them
_ _ _ husband apdveife, during which
Dr. Will Mason, Jr., of this Miss Shaw and Mr. Beale played
city, went to Paducah last Sat- the Rosary, lending much to
urday in response to a telegram make the ceremony a most im-
calling him to the bedside of pressive The bride was at!
Miss Hills. He returned Mon- tired in a going-away gown of
tan cloth, with a tailored hat of
leghorn, and carried American
Beauty roses. The groom wore
the conventional black.
ri$g claim After the marriage they took
fof Danletrthe fen °ie.-lock train on an ex-
requested Tensive bridal trip, after which
to prove their claims required_
WEDDED
two brothers: Mrs. Saunders
Almond, of Baltimore, Md. ; Miss
Helen HiUssilisti,Elisabeth i 1 ls,
and Messrs. Charles and Walter
Hills. of Paducah.
News Of the death of Miss
Hills wai-a shm*---th-ber-bund-
reds of -friends, who will be
day morning. -
• •  —
Administrators Mice.
under the statutes indate_ with
••
AissclAisa Tobacco Wes.
C. E. Farmer Co./Associa-
tion prizers at Mu*, sold 73
hogsheads of to during ̀the •
past week., Prices' a follows:
.53 hogvheidileiffroni -ItS1 to.
icWsDsw.s, sightly, Mar-
ries Pretty ui Popular Y.
Lady of Cadiz Wedseulay:
Cadiz, Ky., June 13.- One of
the most beautiful home wed-
dings witnessed in Cadiz for a
long time was that of Miss Mary
C. Jagoe and Mr. Clyde Downs,
of Murray. , The marriage oc-
curred yesterday morning at 9:30
o'clock at the home of the bride's
mother on East Main street in
this city, only the relatives and
intimate friends being present.
Before the ceremony a beauti-
ful musical program was rende
ed on the violin and piano by
Miss Sarah Shaw and Mr. Elmus
-
$43.
20 hogsheads lugs from .to
V. •
Get Yew Ice Crt3 ITS at Harald
Sehseader's. 25c per siart.
1++
• 1 •
prominent and wealthy tobacco
man of Murray, and is associ-
ated with his father in the to-
bacco business. He is to be
heartily congratulated upon win-
ningone so fair to share with
him-through-this life the man
blessings that all hope to be
showered upon them.
The out-of-town guests at the
marriage were Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Downs, father and mothcr
4qp
of the groom, Mr and Mn; 
mus J. Beale, Messrs. Elmo and
Hafford Hay, of Murray; Mr._ _
and Mrs. D. Warren Bridges and
Rich; Miss %%10f-ra4- -
frig Creen KW"—
see Lucile Ellis, Mary and Nell
Tandy, and Messrs. W. J. Glov-
er, Alvin Clark, and Tot Kuy-
kendall, of Hopkinsville.
Ala., Average.
Paducah, June 10.-Tobacco
sales last week at the Planters:
Protective Association, second
and Jefferson street, ran to two
hundred hogsheads. The lugs
brought from 51c to 8ie, while
the leaf sold for Sic to 131c.
Sales are increasing and will
soon be at high tide. ,
Allsopts Suicide.
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Mrs. Ira Barber, of the Mar-
tin's Chapel neighborhood at-
tempted surcide by taking
lough on_ rats.
Going to Mks. Taylor's, a sis-
ter-in-law, and saying she wan-
ted to kill some rats she secured
the poison which was unsuspec-
tingly given her, and took it at
eleven o'clock Friday morning.
She said that she took it at
that time as she wished-tirlits --
tam n her senses until her hus-
band came from work. As soon-
as she told her husband of her
rash act he phoned for a doctor
and in just twenty-three min-
utes from phone message the
doctor had arrived and pumped
out stomach.
Mrs. Barber was formerly
Miss Allie Langston. of this city
a daughter of Mr. Rufe Lang&---
ton. She has been in failing _
health for the past year and
very despondent feeling that
she was not physically able to
attend to house duties and care
for her child. Continued brood-
ing over.this caused her act.
ment. This June7th. 1912, since reaching womanhood has - Owing to prompt medical at-
Ben B. Keys, been one of the most  popular tention it is believed she will
Administrator of the Estate girls in local society. The groom recover.
CaII.4.7 State Guards Is be Orgaaiasti
, All signers of the petition for
a company of State Guards at
Murray are requested to be pres-
ent the nd instant. Saturday
night at si_p. T11, for the purpose- -
of beino; mustered in electing
tympany. All
other young men desiring to
join tho nn any are also re-
presynt.
2t H. II. feRef.....
=EgiNg/vp/MI\ Aft
re is Your Opportunity
REAR THE BENEFITS FROM  OUR G-0-ari- 13-Unita 
Best stin•lar,l C:irsees, Indig3 •
and shirtiag stsles. worth  & Ise-• ,
sold for .c,ss tlan that 1.),•iss, a- t,r1).•
yani
-1.imit of yaris ta castamer.
_ _Very-m.16. Caaco. nOt_ as aaaad .•
yards f,.r .
Limit of 10 yarela to,customer.
17,inelt Finhraaliery Flounce. mid. t's.s.s;•st eatar.
picked up:in this bargain event', yivi r st•en
it before, and you will 11.1t see it
low- price...at per yard:, .7... loe
2' Inchi SA iSS A-orth Mc per
••••11.
Fall line f sheer, dainty lawns, all this
patterns, and collorings at per yard . Ia•
-.Our Buyer has just returned from the St. Louis Markel. where Good standard tablevil whet" and colors, -
. . -
he dttencled the big Sales being held by the Dry Goods houses: and per yard • -
he succeeded in buying
goods. to sell at much below
cOnsidera . that the te
these-7Fices . values
ted -persons • . is
tc spend his
er.. : •
.,_....,irbk, and seasona
it real value. When it is taken into
y in all lines is toward higher prices,
prove doubly attractive, to the far-sigh-..
ays on the alert, and looking for some place
, where it will have the greatest purchasing pow-
- ; - ;: r;
•
-•
We want. this con
we are merely givita, tic cesteatersike-Leaelit of ourgoadit vying, WWI
drat t1 will agree "MI us. that thee are the wannest bargains that
hoc 44,e; 1,-e0 "put ovei's by any house in many a tiaF. I ietr is the Bill of Fon.
Get ha- o.isvant: No oaf, idled Ca any 01 ille,a.....1.0,aasely none sold to
meahante. '
250 yards ingrain terpeti-arscaeld.
in this bargain event at oily
1 lot trien's shirtis-Drarnm.-srs
anal ends from our own st
evoy 
 ;Sea
..... ;
Samples and odds
worth $1.40.; for
-1 lot men** shirts Sampc•V.47 and Odds -
and elide -from our own stack. worth $1.00. for
ionly •4 • 59e
-1 lot Gingham.% in. &Mg Eics. worth_ lt.*: for
only. 
• font", roirmq. hnueht especially for this' bar-
ered-na a lemma ask all through °Ur h°_W• !!! gahLevant-7-.Alty come_in_plain_atripes_and Raids
alsq Persian designs, and in'aftgool esolors, and
aretworth 40c, 50c and up to 75c, the very latest
things for sashes, hats, trenunings, etc.it and are
priced o pel.Hynt one t'irieses for the, lot. per
•
These tin&5 sre in - 01_1r hems:, at tkis time. ?Mil are on sal,' at nrices named from this. date,- an.l priers' will-remain
ese'esi tl'lanresiirs. •NoSseol- -4':!r" I, I intlt4 bar;;:tili 2 ant. . - I
•
 .411•1•••••••••
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The Murray Ledgc! convention adopted the repel of tha
Th. West Virginia Democratic state
toiiiitle. on 
Ptaisitica yaks/tsar.
airrou onsi itlarseluti bl_vist
is
  - 
'14iiiirr4iNos or ma UMW
PAST DAY3 ARE SRHEirty
PRESENTED.
ilURRAY • I :7-KENTUCKY 
Champ:Clear for aresiden-f-.
_ Int/Rations, to the seeding% at
Carol Newberry at Detroit. Mich.. and
Own re iment &tattooed at Hamitic.. 
Bermoula, have been recalled by Mr.
aud Mn. Thomas H. Newberry. the
parents of the bride-ttabe.
 bougit 12 years old, John Arms of
Ault. Colo.. announced his intention of
going to Chile as a missionary.
W. W. alcCaniess of Lincoln, Kama,
formerly known as the "tar attorney"
beesuserestiet- tied Members of a
ALL AROUND THE PLANET tarring Peaty, we. saatwitid tet twowarrants c•harging attack. • His ac-
cuser is Iva-ha Jamison. a-id-year-old
_aileekeee 
elisfaltehes From Our Own_and Foe Alter a abort ilea,. 
awphen A.
sign Countries Are Here Given Chaseatreasurer of the Christian Sea
in incrt Meter for ence Church of America, died at his
Busy Readers, home in. Fall River, Mass.
Fifteen hundred persons. mostly
women, participated in a riot when
H. Kovinski. a Jewish butcher. opened
his shop and started selling meat in
violation of his agreement with 185
kosher meat dealers, who closed their
'hops and refused to sell Weld until
the price'went down.
Charged. with stealing $15.000 from
a mail pouchaet-anUton, Atie.,arsagnet
T Carroll. 25 years old, a former raU
way naafi clerk, was Med by-IF-tilted
States commissioner Jones and taken
to the Sangamon county jail at Spring.
field.
The right of New-a`ork-ettyanragiw
trates to pass sentences on Sunday
was upheld by the-coati of aapeals in
a test caee. ,
President Taft and Attorney Gen-
eral Wickersham entered 'federal .a.
tidal. at Seattle to grant a new trial
to Leonard °lesson, whose citizenship
papers were cancelled _Ity Federal
Judge Hanford at SeatUe because
oteseon- was a Seetwthrt.
That the wedding ring cost 9 cents
and was furnished by the bride was
an argument advanced by William A.
Reynolds, suing to annul his marriage
to Miss Mary Kilkenny in New York. 
Drasticchanges in the American
regulations for the protection of life
at sea are about to bibistied by Sec-
retary Nagel of the, department of
commerce and labor. "
Because the senate had not passed
the bill Ma'am the house committee on
banking and currency more pewee to
investigate the "money trust:a-CW:1r
man Pujo announced that no teett-
many would he taken - until automata
the main branch of the inquiry.
The greatest winner on the•Englitth
Derby is Marcus Cotton. a Birming-
ham business man, who boueht tax
chances in the famous "Calcutta
sweepstakes" for $20. The exact sum
be wins is not yet known, but may
eesclt 1300.000'.
The agitation Among the.labering
classes in the Wallooffairovinces,
• continues. There are now
100.000 men -on strike, bet the ener-
getic measures by the authorities are
beginning to have an effect, • a -
Mrs. Lena Cusumano will not leave
fo die in the electric chair. After a
'bree hours session the Massachu-
setts _goyernor's executive council
voted for commutation of sentence for
the woman, who, with her sweetheart.
Harry Marshall, or Enrico Marscioll,
had been sentenced to death for the
Murder of her husband. Frank Cusu-
mano..
Amid the Most tempestuous scenes
ever known in a Repubtican conven-
tion in Ohio, the Taft forces triumphed
at oCiumbus, electing six delegates
at large to the convention at Chicago:
State department officials consider
the Cuban situation worsa-Although
there is no radical change that calls
for increasing .aigilance on the part
of this government.. - -
A nasal operation performed on
Senator Nixon of Nevada Was report-
ed in the Senate to have brought him
to the verge of death. Blood poison-
ing developed and for his re-
covery virtually have been abandoned.
Thomas Brown was arrested for us-
Ins the bathtub in his home at Mobile,
Ala., as as abattoir. He killed goat§
and *old them as mutton.
At Aiken.' S. -C., after • examning
eight witnesses the grand jury re-
turned & tree bail against Fdereick 0.
Beach of New oYrk, charging him
with assault and .nosatergy with 'intent
to kill.
Out on the heaving waters of liainp-
tog Rends President Taft welcomed-
* great tortatga gime aes Amer-Seen. wa-
ters when he eatended the -hand Of
triensiship to Rear, Admiral -von
betir-Paschwitza commaading the ,v tst t •
ing division of the German navya-
Dispatches from chaos:thus. Mexico,
Indicate that the gravity of the snua.
lion in that city 'is increasing hourly
following the action of the clef-lutes
of the Mexican rebel -army' in lee-zing
prominent stores in order to get antis
and supplies for their- tat:ems. • • •
-That Clarence S. Hamra the foam-
er McNamara lawyer; now en vial ma
,euseci of hay-lug bubed juror', in that.
case, will base his defepse on the as-
ovation that tile agreen.ent tor
Narnera brothers to plead gtJty had
'been trade Vetere the cent-his-len of
the alleged negotiations for the Mita-
-a-01y of Juror eleorge-N. lovrikwoni etas
.'indicated
Gmariag mess approarietion Tar- rhe
* tariff boa-d. but allowing Woo. ter
the:, aresident's traveang expeasesaati
St5,00a tar the .president' -etanuatay.
Paid efficiency -counehtee. the.sintary . -fleatataeareatabaawat apeataaada. Alta ead inane: heavy_ puffs attentated
-ate° 'aPPrearletner-aft4----La27Talita-I • :in One neoe to tee. a, ha, with spells of steady breezing see
government budget •of- SW1+,577.411. a.ase and nraraasee ignaranea or tha cessively more faint
was relaarted 10 the ?loame ' report- that he wal resign . - -Over the bows the entrance toIt taist the Roosevelt catninalee United Sastes Senatar S. ken- Quick.' 1101.. the 
Paintede
heteeeeala-aaa' to win the. Primary aaat yon of Fen itttge defeated ferne• 1Pasque and Nashaweaa Islands, be
New .Jetney. This is the aeolaunt- aer . ve Senator itavette Voting of Iles eae2a 
plainly vtslbt.
linectle thalaelesk-OCiatiezotaitetine arra • Appmeare r011altraru the flans of
•
o_Man's
Land
A ROMANCE'i
By Louis Joseph Vance
Ihirdint ty_iay
C•11111111111a. Stu.. by 1.a,ais Joseph Vases)
SYNOPSIS.
Garrett Coast. • )•,.ung man of Now
York city. meets Douglas Mack stock, who
Inviter tam to it card party. Ile &moats,
althnugh he dislikes Illackstack• the MI-
sou bring that both Sr., In letve with Kath-
erine TI,acter. coast tails-to convinces her
that lalackstack Is Unworthy of her
friertd.htp- it tha-party-rnast -Meets Awn
name.1 I ,un.laa ;trail Van Tuyl. Thera Is
• quarra.l. and Blackatue-k *boots Van
Teri aata. Coast struggles, to wrest the
weapon Irmo hlm, thus the police di
rov•r tht m. roast Is lIrreetexl for murder
Be Is conaleted, hut tut he begins his men
tepee !modes names Illackstark as the
....11liorderor and kills himaelt. Coast be-
aitmcs tree. but Filaekatock has Married
Katherina Thatter and flea Vaasa pur-
Massa • yacht and while sailing sees a
man thrao front a distant boot. Ile ree
ones the fellow who is asesed Apeteyaes
CHAPTER--aire-T-Ciantinued.)
Appieyard @talented an ample ges-
hoe. -Romanies." be replied, son.
tiontious.
-W116----are yen. anywayr pursued
Coastaincautiously.-
"I mien put the sane question to
yea. sir."
-to your prespective employer?"
The faded eyes twinkled. "As near-
ly won over as that, Mr. Coast? De-
cidedly my talents should have been
devoted to spellbinding, as you so
delicately suggest. . . . Hut square-
ly, sir."-he grew momentarily grave
and earnest--"I've been painfully
truthful: my monaker actually Mel
chisedec Appleysrd, incredible as it
may sound. I give you my word I'm
an honest man; the law has no knowl-
edge of or concern with me.-
For all his banter he betrayed net
a little eagerness as he bent forward.
Scanning Coast's fair
His verdict was somethipg deferred:
Comet was actually and seriously en"
akiering the preposterous suggestion
Tie little man promised a diverting
eimmpanion. who had proven such up
do that moment; and there were dark
hours when Coast needed diversion
pestilently. Beyond question it would
be convenient to have somebody at
one's beck and call, to stand a tack
at the wheel or advise concerning
dangerous waters. And, furthermore,
Coast thought to detect In Mr. Apple-
yard's manner a something which Met
more than a mite of confirmation to
his taint that. he needed food and shel-
ter-it only temporarily.
In the end Coast nodded slowly. "I'll
AD yea," be said, holding the other's
eyes; "III take you at your word."
Relief shone radiant on the with-
ered face. "Rigid you are, Mr. Coast!"
cried Appleyard, extending a hand. "I
promise you won't regret this, Word
of honor, sir!"
"That's understood." Coast pressed
the hand and released it "'And now
let's get under way. I'm for bold wa-
ter-Nantucket Sound to begin with.
Can we make Vineyard Haven by
nightfall, do you think?"'
"With this wind, via Quick's Heiler
Coast nodded and Appleyard consid-
eredsagely. "Of course we can," he
proclaimed.
Tt... government ;a .1 nnaa "
Ready.- 
he 
eald
Tisch. folic ed a *plash as App;.'arme and anautipitten to Presaient •
Gomez of Cuba 14 piti down' Ibe twee) yard dropped the newlit of the le'rinaat which the Echo had been riding
abe stt, derartmentathe  war  
dcpayt.overnight. — '
The Arkansas Democratic state con-
vention instructed eighteen delegates '1
from Arkansas, to the Democratic na-
tient° convention to vote for Champ I
Clark for the nomination for president '
as tong as his name is before the con-
vention.' The delegation was placed
under the unit rule'
United States Senator Nixon of Xe-
nia!' died in Washington. Senator
Nixon had been at the Episcopal-Eye,
Ear and Thrtoat hospital, where an
operation for nasal catarrh Wag per-
formed. Spinal meningitis developed
and the senator's condition became
critical.
Five hundred and seventy Ameri-
can marines have been landed and
sent to Guantanamo City, Cuba. Co
guard. American property against pas-
sible .attacks by negro rebels.
i'Any statement that 1 furnished
money to Attorney Darrow in the Mc-
Namara case for the purpose of brib-
ing talesmen or jurors Is absolutely
untrue." said President Gompers of
the. American Federation of Labor.
The degree of D. Ca L. will be con-
ferred on President Tilt by Hamilton
college at the 100th commencement
on June 17. President Taft will de
liver an address.
- The United States attorney's office
in Muskogee, *Okla, is investigating
the alleged white slave ease 'of Jassie
Lanston. 17 years old, who was lured
from her home near Denison, Tex.. bv
a man' who as going through the
country doing speculation work.
More than fifty persona were killed
or wounded throughout Belgiuni in
paittoletaion riots between Socialists
and Catholics. .
The dreadnought Arkansas. Uncle.
Sam's newest battleship, which is
making_ her trials off Rockland, Me.
struck a reef off the Maine coast, dent-
ing her hull badly, act:waling to a re
port which reached Rot kland,
Roosevelt • tarried the South Da-
kota primaries by a substantial plur-
ality. ecording .to the caliuis of the
Itoosevalt managers at .̀laierre.
In a speech of giewaig eulogy of the
late 'Admiral Schley. Sepator Rayner ;
of Maraao--a-daplitad the senate for an
met ease. Mak , Schley's pension -Snalegld7r
Coast. et the wheel, nodded to Ap.trent Eat to $15e a Month, A senate
cuninottee hae recommended $50.-
pit-yard, alto was crouching Um.
reveletani Acting on the request of
ni itt arlarati .7,60'00 KINK carbine :a au.] Is a Wag and "Wield "Cep the
to ruta down the harbor to the urge of the
Echo swurg round and slipped brisklyLoteaioe retitais of ammunition
Wailiain seeator from Il. followingwind'
-taloa, in wAshmkton. nre. . Early In the afternoon the wind Oe•
ion d -1tist- Ter TiT,et• In the' Ian to tail, Its volume diminishing bylit
. •
the Progressive ffelinbilean 00W it ly ao.esse for tbe Republik an nomina-te* , • • Hon in lowa primaries
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were beeltPtored a' tea': It 11,abgat'o; itication at -is ape-tat electiOn ore Sep
. got away toa the avLS.:*11Po ea*: . „. "and weber :it le the com e npleted . w of
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CHAPTER VI.
change with a wrinkle of disquiet be
twee. his brows.
"Going to bare a shift of wind, yoe
think?" Coast mike!
The litta. man nodded anxiously.
'It's • cinch.' he asserted. "And
when It deco swing the chanced
ten--to one Wit ereneetn from the mein
west_ That's the prevailing wind
round bore at this season. yeti know."
aWell• Even so. It'll raver us up
Jae Sound. won't It? Besides, we've
got the motor. ." „
'That'll help a heap in ease that f
coinee down on us, won't it!" A
yard taloned is diesels,. seethes --
ward the bank of tawny hate that dle
eolonel the noriton beyond the low
profiles of Naeltawraa and Cult/butt
Mettieltar-eattriter.
"Hadn't tbought pt that-"
read yet You had the nerve to ree
-- •
..••••••
•
• . •
"Welt theta. It's up to us to make
that passage as soon as we gas-
hat? Hadn't I better get the Motor
going? Here. talus the wheel. while
4-t!
tata----Aripufainativitic
'That's my job. You stay put That
le, unless you prefer-a
"No; ill eel crazy about it, tie
shead-dad-beeekr-your beet teases +IP
a cold engine, It you want to."
"Mal let that fret you any. Caps'
Apployard grunted. setting the bin-
nacle aside and lifting the toughie-Mt
hatch. "Me, I was born and brought
up with marine motors.; (het used to
fill my nursing bottle with • mixture
of gasoline and Vacuum A. Pipe your
uncle"
He dropped lightly into the pit.
threw la bath the main and &Maria
switches, opened the globe-valve to
the feed pipe, made a slight adjust-
ment of the carburetor. and slowly
turned up the fly-wheel. an angry
buzzing broke out in the spark coil.
"You see." be said with elaborate
nonchalance -They're all alike-any
one of 'em will feed right out of my
hand."
He rocked the fly-wheel to mulatto
half a dozen tames, then gave it a
smart upward pull. Instantly there
was a dull explosion In the cylinder,
and the wheel began to spin steadily
to the muffled drumming of the ex-
haust.
Gathering way, the boat moved at
a more lively pace, with her sail flap-
ping empty and listless and Idly
swinging boom.
Ill the time Coast, instructed
his highly efficient crew, had piloted
the Echo safely through to the Sound,
a dead calm held
OlatUat,' *8.)41101‘,_i_ _lbanb ' ea_aaaltel . tan" maw-nal ha' 04.•rtile aao eget oty suggestion that you .neededgawk. atisaeltreerlireal -t rilvx?Vo.tviintfr lite::M4iet;.o *ill) • aPil`‘ii '4 I a behirr10.,1 Hen papers  o klehatot..Anza_ret_lana. _
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"We're Perfectly
eamesseasmiree
A little later a chill breath of air
tanned Coast's ameba the first whiff
out of the southwest The water
flawed and darkened with the eying
catspawm
The fog swept to swiftly. Far across
the breadth of wind-dulled water
Coast could see it moving onward like
a wall, momentarily gaining In bulk.
Already it was hovering threateningly
over Gay head, and while he looked a
thin, gray, spectral arm stole across
the low land at Menemsha Bight and
began to grope its blind way up the
Sound.
Coast steered with his gaze fixed
upon the compass on the engtne-pit
hatch, now hat solo guide- insen-
sibly the fog grew more dense. so
that in time the mast was more or
less Indisenct and only a yard or so
of pallid eater was visible on either
band
"1,-Ineeard Haven tonight, by any
chance•a he asked suddenly.
 Appiryard shook his head dee
"Not unless we get a breeze stiff
enough to blow this off"
aTben we'd better find an anchor-
age for -the n•ght`a
-Only thing to do cis willing _to
risk me valuable rep. as a weather
prophet, that this wart -int -before
morning "
"Tarpaulin Cover
Appleyard pursed his thin lips and
rubbed his nose, considering. "Good
enough trichorage.- he admitted; "bet
for neat, I area strong for it. Mese:a-
sh& night would do us more com-
fortably acroas the Sound. you know.
• bit east of Gay Head "
"Why alenemeha Mehl?"
"Because therei an able-bodied and
energetic fog bell at Tarpaulin Take
my advice. There'll be nothing but
anew. at the Right, end It teal
iiëhof run over-there."
"You know hest How shall I bold
herr
-oeu'eeet.-
-so.- Coast put the wheel over
and brought the' cho roiled to that
course, as indicated by the compass
Monotonously the ehr000meter in
the cabin teethe the half imurs
About two bells ON o'clock) Apple-
yard began to Minot gimlet,. He
111" 12111d-0114, umping UP.
Stetted forward to the bows, eller*. an
WO embracing the mast, he remained
fee Many minutes stubboraly peering
alead.into dreary blankness.-
,Alter • while-b. returaed. &scour-
aged, to the ea" don InIs
this," he asserted "There',
something gone wrong We ought te
'ye made the Bight over an MINI San
ve-aWatit eafiadtlag we'd
007Svnietre:yo:Itu'vlie_a_gothli thehniteSuzirthirtyrtgle:"Absolutely," returned with
"Taco what ile-divvie's the mat.
ter" grumbled the mg. man "Mar-
tha's Vineyard hasn't moved. I'll ge
baU; and we certainly couldn't bold-
that course as long as we have with'
vout strikingporlatunrbed dsombe:choregro"wak:agged a
'think . . . Somethilg iirong . .
leartfeela "Let
What 
te dissatisfastise.  lie
? Wale" be MN
abruptly. "Maybe . . . Hold
atoal steady tot-ia bit. Ida Sin
Dropping to his knees be peered M.
tentiy into the binnacle, at the same
time opening the cut-off switch and
disconnecting the batteries The mo-
tor promptly coughed and was quiet.
!he droning in the spark coil died
away, and Coast. 'canting forward la
wonder. saw the compass dial jerk aa
If suddenly release and thee swing
through an arc of almost ninety de
green ere it steadied
"What in thunder does that moan?"
he demanded, surprised to the point
of incredulity.
"Means we're both asses of blooded
lineage," said Appleyard sourly, rip.
-WE "though you're not a marker to
me. I should've known better-ad 'vs
thought of It right away If I had only
half the sense Clod gives the domestic
goose. That compass-erns- right
top of the spark coil. Naturally It
mageetized . And I would've
known better, too. if ever I bad nu
A rood memory lie tial to a MM.
seesful Oar.
ot all Meknes saw.
ikaut et tier IteseMek
Vilseatheuet4eiser-- --
Seeing moketh • tuil Mae So does
the wise ekes Ws red.
--- Ors Wasn't. _
"Come into the garden. Maud
"What do you think I am N
11111111"_
The Condensed Product.
"Oh, auntie, can I go to the lance
lose ball as galplikmaldr _
"No, darling; you're too smelts-
'Well, then, elle I go as a condoned,
Milkmaid?' --a
Wats Get Treen.
_neat feller' Rastus Skinnah (tena-
ble talkIn' a powshful lot 'bout how
hes a raisin' darkens."
"Sho! lie them' mean 'raisin': he
means'ilitiva"- Catholic Standard and
Times.
5.
Her Excuse.
'Thee@ people have a plausible and,
,seit-righteous 4.1CUPO for their mis-
deeds." said Senator itankhead. &pro-
pel of certain hypocritical lawbreak.
era, in an eddies. la Fayette.
"'they  remind me. In fact, of a eel..
tale parsoa's domineering wife. The.
parses said meekly one day:
kbly-loire. you lidirine beforeathe
wedding that you knew our marriage-
was made in heaven, yet you now ca-
me about as If I were a *lave.'
"'Order.' the woman calmly an
swered, 'is heaves's first law.'"
Heard en the Weterfeena.
Some ancient matine_roaffere  pititpa.
In a seaport tavern relating their eas
periences of fogs.
' "At!" said one old salt. "I've seen
some pretty thick fogs in my time.
Why. off the coattt_of Newfoundland
the fog was sometimes so thick that
we used to sit on the deck rail and
lean against it! We were sitting one
night as usual, with our backs to the
toga whes suddenly the fog lifted, and
we all went flop into the sea. A bit
thick,- wasn't it al-San Francisco-
Chronicle.
The Only Way.
a An elder while baptizing converts at
. a retrlitilaineetinaneed With a.
wiry. sharp-eyed old chap into the
er. lie leikett thereaUld
whether there was any reason why
the ordinance of baptism should not
be administered. After a pause a tall,
. powerful-looking men who was look-
ing quietly on remarked'
"Elder, I deal want to Interfere In
Ter business, but I want to say that
this is an old sinner you have got hold
of, and that one die won't do him any
good; you'll have to anchor him out in
deep water over night."-Life.
Safe Unless We're In Ship Channel."
an engine with the coil on
der before! Olt--pitlief"
-Then I've been holding the wren'
course for at...feral hours."
"Pre:act-1Y.-
"And you haven't any idea when
we are!"
"Not a glimmer."
Thoroughly disheartened, co-ist lets
tlie wheel. -Nice meas." be easerved
quietly.
Appleyard sighed profoundly The
worst of it is, I'm a sawed off little
rent, too small for you to kick air
ought to be kicked. .
"Yes, said Coast.
They tined simply and solemnly ea
cold things, after which Appleyard, ai
his own suggestion, took the Wet
watch. "You need net." he argued
and I don't-rarely sleep over three
hours a night You turn In now and
when your time's up I'll call You
There's nothing to worry about"
Coast was really-Nen-tire ale Ill
.1I o- lie droppe
oft instantly into dreamless sleep.
Al some time during the night ht
was disturbed by a heavy %plaudits&
under the bows. Ile rosined lams, .
enough to appreciate Where be was,
and lay 'Uttar drowsily-at eh, entail •lamp until the seemed to have dozed
oft again and again awakened) he we.
aware of Appleyard's presence in the
cabin.
"Hello." he yawned, Mating at the
little man's head and shoulders as be
over soniethiog invisible is his handle
pw_
on 
the 
other 
itaassitobilid 
the
center-board trunk, busaing hirnseW
drifted aground a few minutes ages" 
-What's up?'
over Coast's face for an instant We
pleyard eyes dickered Retinal
-awn I waked you," returned AG
In a elle; 1
Duetted of with the sweep and anchor
ed with a short cab)..'
"%hereabout Wane think we area'
Coast pursued Sleepily.
"How should I know? Mestensaill
night for cloaca`, but It eight be any
where along the r1O11711111 0011414-01)*
slbty Pasquo--tit No Mao's Laad.-
"What's theta"'
"No Man's Land! 04 a little SIAM,south of- City Heed. 'beet ag high 
hitnithefelikr -Pro:Ikea" nainhab
lied."
Appleyard row •
--What Foe donor Coast nevi*
catravegoatly..
ern an 091111311011101
•
• so... a to -3 • .0. Am, . •
the cylint
Slow Travel.
Down la Oklahoma they have a rail.
road called the Miniand Valley, which.
Is noted for its sloW trains. -It is told
that a young man of Tulsa asked the
band of a daughter from her parents
and was refused on the ground that
the daughter was tee young
"My daughter is going to Pawlmeks
totoorrew for a visit," said the father.
who Is • traveling man, "and If she
doesn't aeszain more than a day or two
she willaffh old enough when she gets.
back."
-Rut she may be as old maid by
that time," protested the young man.
-Kansas City Star.
Vogue In Outer Garments.
According to the Dry Goods Econet
mist at the present titne retailer* are
featuring wraps of charmeuse and
gotta. The best sellers are the me
Mum-priced numbers retailing from
$10 to $30. These are usually attrao
thesly lined In sonic bright color, eta
trig a pleasing contrast. Lace collars
and cute; are often used as • finishing
touch and are very effective, while
white hew is used largely for this Dunn: —
pose. Some garments are shown.e.
Mutated with black lace, which is me
away to shoe the laane underneath
WELL POSTED.
A Calitornia Doctor With Forty Year,'
- Experience.
"In ray forty years' etperienoe as le.
bateber-and laractitiener along-1RP-
g ride lines," says It Los Angels,.
eaysician, ' I have sever found a feat
to contaare whit-at:rape-Nuts for the
hatellt et the general health of ar
claeses- o_t_people. 
. "I have recommended GrapeNute
for e panther of years to *Genie 1--ittfr
-the greasiest success and every reser
oest-encilee makes me Isere eel/Isaias
tic regardtne its use. •
'1 make It a rule is always MIMI
Inead Grape Nuts. and Postale
of coffee, when giving my Plitiesta to
alteeti %%%% • as to diet, for I know butt
Grata*. Nuts and Postern can be digest •
el by anyone, , -
"As for myself, when engaged 1*
much mental work my diet twice S
day eopelets of Grape-Nuts and riel
cream. 1 find' it just the thine It
build up gray matter  'and keep the-
bi'.s' In good 'working Order.
'In addition to its wonderful effects
as a brain and nerve /64 GrapeNutl
alwaes keeps the dareetiae organs tit
perfeet, healthy tone l'earry it wall
elm when I travel, otketrwiee I am si
Meet certain to hare trouble Tett my
stomach." Name given hr Peaftun Co.
Hattie ("reek, Mich..- -
Strong endorsements like the oboe*
trent taint-talents all, ever the' cotintrt
Savo ttAmecalatarapeanste the moot
irelenetie food in the world. "There's
a reason" '
look In plias for tags famous little
book. "The Reed to %Whine," '
Knee seed tee %Moo hottest A twee
aesss1eteem the. es Slam aillrerwoes sea fete vitaltannage - -
aaareaineatesse
•
•
•
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---- IMPORTANT RUL1NC
BY SUPREME COURT -FOLINIFIIMED
•
.1114 .1.  1.•ti the two rase.. %it III the blond on the pale** were discoseresl,
.is the- district in which ,the caw .the aearrhers.eauld arrt
 .hefirve Neyeeeiet,
hold. te the eame and the decision null- Watt wrong in the house.- A bloody Ake,.
rifir entree Judge Stout irsortrig on it, obviously the implement -need in -tios 
SHERMAN LAWc.t., thet.the court will de- situ hair bind pieces of brain olingieg to .
the coar_of -Stoat Against- _McCreary, wholesole.muriler, *as later found in an
, go% eatior. " lipid-airs room: • - - -
In the ease of- Feelde- Has point was , Mr. and Mrs. Moore were in one bed,
whether Fields, who lives in the Thirty- as were ..two of the boys. The sister
.roaelitt-di•trig.t, COnlittaitit- 1w the 'occupied -a- third, and ths youngest -boy
view diatriet am combeonw.ialtlies *nose was alone in seirmill brit, The bedding
had nowhere been disarranged.
Because of the terrible mutilation the
identity of the two young women could
net at first be estebbehiek---Wirtee-
believed to 4 Mrs. Viiieltilder and be
daughter. relatives 'of the .Moores. Later
they were mentevely identified as the
Spillinger sisters, daughtera of a wealthy
WEST BROTHERS PARDONED. tamer living a few mitre- from %%Rises.
''.attr-Iforsea neighing in the barn at the
' Tooth When Convicted Operates in Their moor.. home f -awed a woman neighbor _to
- Facer. notice-Mit no ineniber of the family ap-
---Wialr41---thi eerouff e! 1.Petr Plot* teverefren-
be up. After failing So effect
, when convicted, and the further fart thee an 'entrance to the house, the city mar-
the). have served 1111104t thek-entt-terwM-10111 wee-thee summ
oned and the doors
_tr-over_ Weateandeeolin Wee; brothers. forted.
-have ljmen released 'from the Frankiiirt
peniesetiaryeete parole The terse who 
were only IR and 21 years old. respect-
ie-ely. at the time of the killing for
which they were convicted, were seat
' from ToWill eouiety. While hut squirrel-
limiting, according to the_eiridenge pre-
•ney. The new district is roinposat of
Pike and [etcher counties. and Fields de-
sired to remain in.that district. lite act
legidatine Ond -4lit"-ffs;w•
Arum. should appoint a new judge and
commonwealth's attorney in the new die-
triCt.
STEEL INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE
PLAYS CORPORATION.
RECOMMEND ITS DISSOLUTION
Morgan Made $836,000,000 From Trust,
Says Report-Purposely Fled the
Countre to Avoid Appearini_
Before the Coinmittet.
ikashington.-The Stanely.committee,
which made au exhaustive investigation
auto the United States. Steel Corporation,
tiled its report ivith the !muse of repre-
-mutative!, • The- report -directly seamen
J. Pierpoat Morgan. leading spirit in the
steel. trust, of being th.• arse ebemy of
the Sherman antitrest law and of the
dent-striel-traeinewv-intbe-.
O7ticAkg CANNOT LUICT--DISIBICE-SIBLIMI-OR-TMR.-VICTIMAXIIISNED_______
Ut WHICH TO SERVE. IN WITS AIM.
pecisi" '4" FigliNge /bat la Plage AU- WERE SLAMU-/N---1ED/ •Stout's Com-Coes' of Appeals
Pampa eitiht_lisMe%
City Marshal, WM Breaks  lets the
Nom of 'Irtika by- Farmer Dia-
covers the Mutilated Beads
el Whole Family.Frankfort.--(ireuit 'siert offieTals, •
listirel changed by set of the legislature, e
eeeeet eieet igi which Jof the two dip' 
trite'm they will metre and in the iabmufse Ia.-The murder of it. •:I.
of a specific prionsion of the tegialatetria tire flintily of Joseph Moore Sell two
they will vont'  in their obi district, girl guests, right persons ill ill,. is bee;
This is the ruling of the court of ap- fling elm.. authorities,- who have been
peals. lard dawn in the ea.*. eat MeCrfary, uneeile-tomeoiss--a-tramesteeke 14444f44.F414,
governor, againat Ira Fields, appealed who killed every, persou the 11,11116d
from the Franklin circuit court, and iwoped. -
%tilde the court .1401 ; liOt decide the A list of the victim* follows:
- case involving the right of Judge Rob- Josepli 13. Moore, his wife and four
ert Stout to remove to Franklityasourity children--Ilermiiii. *got II; Katherine,
and- preside in the new juilieial.4istriet aged ti; BoYal, eget' 7„.anil Paul, aged 6
.• conimised only of this comintt 04 point -1:cria spillinger, aged! '15; Ina Spill.
'of law involved is the saw,' AS if the ingest, aged it
teas g in the Fields' derision is .foe - The dead, ith .oue, exception. were wow (Wmj
hoied in.t-lee other. diekre-Stoot esetoott---found-irr their histir,wprairoityaleeping; -
remove to Fresekliii-iviot preside hut-. The aud until the uvulas on their heed.. .
1111110A144-1811Lt •
MOVE -F011 15-VENV—COTTON-
Bead Southern States Cotton Corpora-
- ties Has Meddles Plan.
Little Rock, Ark.-George D. 1Vadley
seeded to the prison commission, awl of Of Bolingbroke.
 Ga., president of the
the Weit--Tes:is 7ditenWerini aiiJlcii atin: %Siititheria St
atieriFttow Corporation,- mile
%aid to have- been operated y George italized at-41-.000.009,
eflpencer.--e-heltortee-thereatterims MI out- lo t the .purpose of-so
zgenising_s loc.a:
-.None Of etTieediiiiedery, a quatreterose bnelre-birvng for its-
objeet-the-lisidg
witleSpenteM and be was- killed by tho . of the price of
 cotton at 13 'cents per
• Went*, ,'-e • . potted: His pla
n is to have six men in
each 'comity buy all the tett° in their
Unusual Allegetioa, counties at 11 
cents per pomace: to be
Pieliesah.-lenusitale- allegations are
made in a suit filed in the circuit court
at Mayfield by Clarence Galbreath
against IL D. Robertson for $300 dam-
ages. The plaintiff avers that he pur-
- -ataseir a her -or- -ants -from Boberteon-
who is a grocer, and that the driver of
the delivery wagon left the oats wh-re
the palintiffs horse gut them, and as a
-result the horse ate too much and died.
Pike and Trent is Cumberland.
Itarbourville.-The fish supply of the
upper Cumberlaud riser has been mop
melded by 600.000 pike and trout. which
were placed in the water at this point
and Artemeius. These apssa-s hate here-
tofore not been in the upper Cumberian1,
ba-is and suckers,ctoritituting the supply.
Caldwell to Get $100,000. 
"
Ihmvillie-At the conclusion of the
fifty-es...end annual commencement of
-Cardwell t'ollege, at which nineteen
young women acre graduated, the an-
nouncement was made thst $100,000
ha.l been rained through the efforts of
the trustees and alumnae of the insti-
tution. with which new buildings will
be erected and improvements wade.
Nicholas Camay Fair,
Carlisle.-The I.eat To
beef° Warehaugs Cols say Isaa 
bought
seven acre.. of land on %hick an amphi-
theater _with other buildings5 including
stables, will tectrOftect at ones., and the
ground prepare.' for a county fair in
--September.
Pest et Blackbirds. .
VCrslitti.A. Farmers in this room!,
ere complaining of 'serious depredation*
Liu Mai-Weis, which are more minter-
nits than they ever were before. The
Jeiverseateat cornfields by the thousands,
devouriug the grains of core that have.
been plant.-l.
State Treasury.
The ~Amon of the *tete Weave's.
• at the mid of %ley .was as follows: Sini6
toe fond, tlf.te:5.11; 'school tune, defieit,
el eneere.91 mem I 'mite-alit me time.
Sleitelee.41; balance in treesury, $1311,-
0.22.441; itutetaieling warreies,
eoefei outstanding we ere nt
month, Sleelle.619.11T.
„
Cattle Briefi 0 Coats.
Mt 4fieffilr-14,---kk-a****404-
U. R. Greene ot Chicage, 513 heed
ot seport emote. -The cattle avenged
I.ese tionn.IS and horned clear to $
cents per pound,
Fret Ice tor Sidi Rabies.
Thel.eantirtoo Lislitfes tempaits is .11,
'during the aUttlfaille nonatiss, .stittobtits
LOW "winds sit iea daily -toe the US. %a
eiek lettuce and mother's aliment the
poorer closest, *the distributimi being
made by ihi lati Arsateee 
••fillettleOssi-lleath. • .
N'ot inns der oat estainitted lo toms-
Ville during. May. Otnit eeiewoma.•%1 epee
by ler. te litatistiesian 
of
the health deWleariet-es eseisisime 
lie
he eitt`Welitteilt-- &woodier mouth.
paid by draft, and interest-bearing eer.
tifieate issued for the remaining 4 cents.
The 4 cents withheld will create a sinks
lag fund for the purchase of sucplus
cotton.
ONE TERM FOR 'PRESIDENT
Lalrellette Platform Would Make Teta
Six Years.
Madison, Wis.--Lalollettc leaders are
getting down to work on tee platform
they sill submit to the CLicagii•courefre
•
It le now believed leFollette'a plat-
form will demand unyiel4 lie enforce-
ment of the taw and A estit.-enveat of
public atel private beneety which 'hall
recognize that "boodting is tieeson, that
embeulesmitt is. theft; that epeculatlon
is gambling; 'that tax dodgier is Lar-
ceny: that • factory- labor of children is
:descry, am!' that deleternios Adultera-
tion i* murder.
Another plank being discussed 'route
provide for a.. amendment to the consti-
tution fixing the term of the peesieent
at six years and making the incumbent
forever inetigible for another term.
Gen. Weed May Ge.
Woahington.-The.,ftenate by • vote
of-?7 to SC. adopted the report of the
senate amf house conferees, contaiieng a
number of antieelniiiiiiteation provisidas
on the army bile One of (beer provisions
would lett-ii'Ute out of AI eres- Gen. keens
•eril Woode_resentetilitet of staff of the
Mese. As agreed to.-the -hilrermill
quire army officers acting as chef, of.
staff, after March e, met, to have at
kast ten year.' series.. in the line with
rank below brieeiliererem:rel. •
Mast Serve Their .Time.
Washington.-The eight-year %trier*
of Frederick ilsele and .1, n: der
to escape • 'neprisioutteut for allele. t c-u..
*piracy to &frau.' the govrenateet slut
of Lines in Cehfernia. and Oregon eelee
in failure when the supreme court found
no error iti their eons iction. It vies ism.
or the farness* "leoel t:azil" :arcs af its
time..., Hyde had been fined S1e,000 and
sentenced to prison for two -yesortt
ischueider had lies;ti tined and alnico...eel
to prison for one nor and two roiliks.
Unfilled Steel ta.saaage.
tic United Si lie. t 
  as
May 31 totaled N,Voi,o.to an in.
crease of sa-AIS tons user the preceding
month.
Negro Pytkiaas Win.
Mi.hitiatea.--The 'supreme court at
tee l tilted Staten-pet aside the deem
of the_supteme court of Georgia whelk
enjoined memo VIII141 front incorporsitim
a -ledge in that statenader 'the &IMO Of
-.Preeeet totem-Mies.
Wisalhiefttoa..--The ammo,
-lean hattlesht.. is novaes herbow may
he *coolest a. greatly itiminittliteg the
wolthood taterreatteo it. rate; go;
esitsillidto dittgetOlitita640 i44W4. 411 4.:
its• ' ties.
sages which, if retests* wouuu mu
0,-utioneneede_etennte_men_Iurn_e_way. army  division into Cuba within • week 
When his aged father and brother arid or tea daya,
six small children, three of them 'being
Nit-bola', two little girls and I boy, ar-
rived. patEilfre scenes followed. Nichols' 
BATTLESHIPS ONTORDIRS.
father was carrying the little boy, who oahh. misseeri. Minnesota, Mberissililil
had caused the tragedy for which Nich-
ols gaye his life, and the other children, .„- es-
Go to Cuba.
all badly frightened because of the ------'-. "11,11-
JioJdüig compses_InArgetier of a formr" weeping nt the_edults in the _pa y.Mai 
e the Atlastic fleet, consi.teer of 
ties
dminion in the easp or-the- iC-Ortietit-SiteroasA, ise otoereel 
iffeskilar-febiseeltiesosue,IL
arel-MinZiesipili. received sealed orders-
greeted 
Company. a railroad conitrina- u to the screened bars and Nichols
them, calling each by name. Then 
to proceed to sea at once, and ilium-Ji-
lt also recommends:
pitifully. 
left the harbor here, where it had
the old gentleman broke down and wept sielY
o'fFeierrindusall inetriacwir eerPorati°n eiVousrePtletEllitilim- HIS 11011 and R. H. Ferguson, the beetle 
been for several days. The ships will
interstate business, such as is now exam 
go to Cuban waters.
cried over federal banks. 
1W-minnW. -"rho worked onceasiogly for
That the states be given- the right to
control the tax to be levied on corpora-
-times -and--the- character of-iteetneeimere
Legislation prohibiting in the future
acquisition by any iadividual or corpora-
tion of Mineral rights or properties,
whether in public or in private owner-
ship, that may lead to a monopoly witted'
the definitior of the law.
Deily in the presentation of the report
was directkv_ _due_ to the hope of Chair-_
man Stanley that J. Pierp.mt Morgan
would return to the United States es
timeeto testify.
"Me: Merman purposely fled the coun-
try toeeseepe appearance before the-com-
missuaittee," maid Cbiiirmin Stanley.
ULTIMORE GETTING READY
Nearly 1100.000 Requests for Ticket,
Have Been Received.
Baltimore, 11.1.--Italemore await. the
coming of 1,000 eelegates_ to the Demo-
erotic national tom-ration, the preA-.
lieu. for which have practically been
completed. Already the advents. guard
of boomers for candidates for the. presi-
dential nomination hive pitched their
camps ot the Kettle ground and are Lay-
ing the final piens of einipsign.
Applieetions for tickets to the conven-
tion proceeding's are pouring from pros-
.peetilos-t-isitora from ell over the cotintry
and it was estimated that needy 200,000
-nilitieste fut.-MA-eta had -been --eseenecest.
As there *reed:mut 10,000 tiekets to be
..distribered, the committee I. basing its
difficulties in making assignments
Roam Coat. 'aerate Deed...
Waahington.-M<ouoi t seri ices, at
.'Neitatotilintre-Snoth and Former
Seeretari of the \sty illietee Itelbert
MAAS` AddIANSeA, were lwel for the Con-
federate dead in Arlington cemetery-
President Has Narrow Isrape.
Oel Point 11:•%ni tor , V*. -Tlir• preydrie
tlal !redo Mayflower, with the peak:dent
Gad- Mrs. Taft aunt party of distinguished
ina•-•kia •1114 1 I. 41 A 1 t`SOA pea A eol-
',sem early Sunday %Ilk the %teenier
Nortlelend. of the-Nto aunt-Waslimp
too line. not faie frown. Petite, Lookout
*here the leitontio riser empties into
the vigilmser of- 
the ofikero of the Northland Ala the
Idayflovier moil their prompt action pre-
vented what looked for a minute like se
Bear Admiral Deed.
ashingt on. -Rear Admiral Benjamin
Pettit Lamberton. I% S. N., retired. who,
as Aentiral Dewey's chief of staff, re-
embed the mirreneer of the Officers of the
Spanieh fleet after the battle of Manila,
died suddenly at his home hem
Welcome German Battleships
New Yorke-With noisy corlialite
New York Sunday welcomed the German
squadron, consisting of the battleship
cruiser Moltke and the -cruisers Stettle
and Bremen. and introdumed the kaiser%
sea fighters to the round of gayetf
which has been arranged for their stay
of three days in this port.
Failed in Literate's.
New Orleans, 1.a.--,s7lkspondent over
the rejected manuscript of peter he 
had 
Written and sent eis New York, Henry •
Washingtole-The army toile-steps to Huber.. eet and unmarried, reit his
chary with the .naiy in tge.Ainerieen
. iteitionet rat ion in t'uhee *bent pert sta-
tion* titre made to sena MilitAry
lieditionaiy force of amiii to the wind,
- -
Naval Bill Reported.
•
a,vident.
&deed Pamela Feet.
W esti itittem. -l•ra,•1*V.,1 pros vir
fw• g••11•1•1 p.41.•ei. post Ito onehetti
• be- Vatted 'Malta Alla Its cc-
-*pi the Pitthpriiir e. pi
....nein to be eitmeird 'Mee prearat 'on-
is' session now In pro'ess,
-se -• the oplaiel_ -Paetiti•.tot
.
Washiligtom-eThe meal appropriation
bill carte mg the two battleships, knocked.
out be the Meier, was isported leimelee
- to. -the -yeenete. • It elms emeret • tee,
number of submarines allowiii-ley the
Imams hem four to eight, •-e
Blaintenence or Ly,es.
threat end .wrist, at his home here.
fin les death hest he _eepres....1 the wit&
that hi-i wooden leg be Dieted with•lide
body. The wish bekeisrapliest with
'
Fastest Battleehip Abe World.
Rockland. Min-Tlie bettleship Aream,
made a suite ea heiltiiii.laolisatioa
ran at the rite el *t -'m !mos an hour
:sad .ityipeloped. ;1. 11 knots for her 'ere
top *peed rues. The Arkaneas has timel-
iest-0rd the laetese- bat ileehip of her
class in the aeil,1
Bitten Kotigyt, 1.e.-The Louisiana gine 
Oritiel Dead.
ere, aulslu mimed a reS.detiosi a4kialt -101ingaurtrk-IMMIalloT7ltra
nal
the federal oteerontent to assume cow, torturing haillta.of thoigiks.
 is .1044 at
Ind and nisoiteirenee of the Mississippi his home 
is Kea*** City, Kin., of heart
river levee.. mime, lie 
was 34 rote old.
Pew Food Law „ Upheld-
Weshoistott.- Tio. Imitate% pnre hoe
law of lee: *A* upheld as toestitittietwil
hg sus supervise roan. ..tit Cnitt-t-
Matra: The prieeiple wee ammitiesed
that elates may email seek *atter% was.
sussi .iiittyletit‘ with the fedeee-Tret
food and itiogiL-fiet
Reste Moro fee .Wilise.
Rah-h. --The state Dioniversitie
• .,in bestowed ey the :omit, I Ir11-. in I Otet51'n1 ..3"'""i .tiktat 44***
*4-at.
:s,h N'iseft )6111100e sit it% Ali ink has I Orme 
1111a, PA Mow* i'soormitioa and
el •imea more time brides *hie A-tole•-afl
feh
eartigia lieerberem, • - - • • - W.Off.,:!_or_14,1k
SSO Pleats. se Weave
Northampton.-- tie See martieter jute
YER PAIS
PENALTY OF CRIME
FIRST EXECUTION OR WHITE -MAN
IN SO YEARS.
PATHETIC SCENEIN THE JAIL
Six Orphaned Children, for Whose Pos-
session He Killed., Their Mother,
Prayed With Deemer Father
in Cell.. • ;.!
ORDERED -TO- CUBA
MS AMERICANS PUT ASHORE
_dila_ DU  rube
firtArbe-emai to chow "wear
years Garfield Tea has bum us 0111 Mies
h. This 13/13,01 mesa a remade meth whit&
Even the thirst ft/LAMM/Par bore
Its direful. attar effect&
The Worst of it._
WILL PIOTECT- Nieman "Do you beep a cook, airs duburbr
• "Madam. I not only keep the rook
lald Squadron
but also her entire fantileel
gi 
to Temilded Leiaid-Map-ilasshati Destined for Marty --
because of Need of Pre "I bare written a short story." Bahl
cautionary MCSALIreS. tke amateur Ittetary person 'WWII
es the first step to take in selling It?"
 Waabineton -- Frank conforision et 
"Huy ten dollars' worth of stamps," '-
President Genies that he was ,MSWITI-11,11•0111•'00414
16"koma-211-Ihmtinsinees
meet the demands u. the Legs plant.a., __
turn vwnera in lesetern ,Cuba, fur gar Chr
eelpsd Fortelle.
._wiate_swirtiamtaimiuhe marauders and "Wow! There went Smithirins
iiisurrectos was the lactor that prompt- 
no* six. When 1 knew him a feW
ed (apt, Kline; commaiiding the teited ve
ers ago be had a Junk shop."
Stated naiad etr.Aoli at Guantesuao, to "He
 still has. Only he moved It to
dispatch nearly half of his available 
111 fashionable street, kept the same
foice. id marines into the interior of 
stock, and labeled it 'Antiques.' "-
tuba. His action gave the signal for Judge.
the departure front hey West.. to Gush- Stitt tecpleg.
tenant° of half of the ttecond squadron
of the. Athentic Wet, .which had been 
lefe. Is a series of disappoint.
lying at anchor at Key _sireaL -°3enta•.:
depertm-ent are that several of the large' hoping
lite facts ad dischood at the.atat• 
"Yes. I know a man who has been
worth 
day 
comemomore 
nearly all his life that he would
American, British,. Fieneb anl sipanish "'corn°
n it 
its 
possessionfaeevalciusf
companies operating plantation% and
Joined in Eastern Cuba telegraphed- the What She Wants.
of Guantanamo A dpuourd for 300 „g., "I want you to build use a fashions
Cuban goyeruntent- through the. skald,
able home."
War troops for each of their and
the style of house you want'!" asked
'Hare you
lifty for each of their. cantle- 
any spectre ideas as to
President_ Gomez replied that he would the architect.
not furnish the teems,. - Not_ exectiee I want one of Glow
• Minister Beaupre reported a cede places. You know the kind I
horrible atrocity ohkh ^dreorred moderntilingiss. in orienie, 
whirl, is believed mean-one with a living room too big
to keep warm and a kitchen too small
to be only one of many similar eases& to cook in."-Detroit Free Press.
metier*, derived direetlee_from.
..nban miereame '1ESWItrAenneonstiev--
e 
'Cifeefiteeet that a band of begrime entered "These kids .1 teat* &Ain't a btt
the bowie Of a. former white officiti of slow-,1' observed a school teacher yes-
prominence, tied him and his sow: end
outraged -his wife-and two young dumb- 'er"aY• "
In fact. r'n afraid they read
the papers. The other day I proposed
ten before hie eyes. The son whakilled the following problem to my aritlo
in cold blood while endeavoring to break
hie_ bonds and reeene his inotheesind Ise metie c
lass:
'"A rich - man dies and leaves $10.
tees.- -
watch the unfolding of events in uba.
The 4.. rather hungrily 0fift'"0" 
One-fifth to g° to his wife*
his daughter, one-eightlet0._ble
one-sixth to his son, owe-seventh to
1.ying on Gen. Woods' desk are thir-mese er and the rest to FOinsigni 11111011401111O.
-_"e'ee-eeeir_eesc-e_eei-;e.ee--sW-
- •
a-
Ow Reed-te• the Farm.
s. *bows th t in
/ion of _thee_ out company Mr. Morgan
and his personal associates reaped the
unprecedented profit of ed36,000,000.
The report rsevornmend* legislation for
the dissolution of the 'United States
Steel Corporation as a monopoly on raw
material within the definition of the
Sherman anti-Met-law under the meant
Wen of the supreme court and as a
tion.
Whatdiaeli Ana gem? A -
"'A lawyer.' said_the littleat boy ha
the class."--Caso sad Comment.
Delicate Point.
Tbey-are a barmy Sewickley couple.
They haven't been married very long.
In fact, the honeymoon has barely
-waned. An elderly friend metthe
bridegroom downtown yesterday
slapped him ea the back. -
'Wall, hippy ao-A larko=raripjees7"
"Oh, yes."
"How's the cooking"
"I have one trouble there. It's.just
this, my wife has been preparing angel
food every day for dinner."
"You must be getting tired of It?'
"I am. Yet I feel a hesitancy about
saying anything. How soon after the
The children, 'only one of whom seemed Thousands Have Bees 17 honeymoon 
would It be proper:to ask
to realize the cause ;Tam aorroi-e-joi Brigan for beefstiel
t iilit-Onit.nsr -Pittsburg
in the tears end moaning.
Jailer Jack Holland cautioned them, 
Shanghai.-Thousands of young Pose
telling the men that they 
nese women have been seised by brigands
Niehole feel bad. and ails lied them to into slavery,
`arra making and by soldiers in Cee interior and sold • That the whole theory of penal
Oddities of Jostles.
The traffic is seal gotweel
control thetuselves. Nichol.' did not seem on. In some of the rural districts where codes 
is practically unsound and op-
to be affected by the scene_ suddenly there is a famine parents have sold their Pose
d te the modern conceptions of
he broke forth in prayer. He asked Hie cbddrete in order to set levee. Rich 
the relation of ths state to crime, is
Ahnighty-ta-pristiet ate-aged moth ran teceete moiato-ov-aeo rivali
ng the contention of Eugene Smith of the
father and other relatives and to- look I- the Turksi with their harems. Luxurious New Yo
rk bar, writing in the May
down with favor mid lend a helping bend apartments. have been fitted up nacre 
number of Case and Comment, the
to his children. reviewed leagth the women-are kept. Some of- the man- 
lawyers' magazine Illustrating thesis-
his life and declared that-he had always ten have as many as tifty women in 
surdity and disparity between penalty
tried to live a trutfhul life, to carry PO their honeehold. - 
for crimes tn different states. Mr.
the teachings of his parents. 
Smith says: "The average sentence
for perjury In Florida Is ten years, in
Pine Bluff, Arle-eWitb remzrk• his
coolness -and pleading with those present
to • prided -hie_ theee. little _children frein
embarrassment in later years by refrain-
nag -front recalling how he died, W. '7.
Nichols died on the gallows in this city.
Nichol,. is the tirst white man to be
.hatiged in Jeffeeion county fur more
then fifty years. .
e pathetic -senver-preceding the ea-
the commutation that never came, gest- CHINESE WOMEN ENSLAVED
vent to their feeliogs in a similar way.
COMMERCE COURT REVERSED 
Maine one year; for larceny. In Dela-
ware ten years. In the lbstrict of Co-
lumbia ten months: the penalty for ar.
son In Pennsylvania is twice that of
burglary, but in Connecticut the guilt
of burglary is twice that of arson; this
guilt or counterfeiting In Ohio le twice
that of perjury, but in Rhode Island
the guilt of perjury is twice. that et
entinterfelting
Supreme Court Deals Body Blow to New
Tribeaal. •
Washingtote-illow after blow was
gine the new cowmen', court by the
supreme court of the United States,
which upheld tke, exciueive jurisdiction
of the Interstate Cone-twee Conimiasion
over the administratiie machinery of the
federal rate laws.
The principal decision was annourscsel
by Chief Justice White in the so-called
**Proctor and Gamble CAM.," He was sue-
tabled by the entire court. in substanee,
he held that- the commerce toilet was aid
its-suirottrote Its pidgm-ent fartbie-later
stale t.Maseare Commission in tee ad'
ministration of the rate laws.
LON Troops for Cuba.
• • • '
-"raltrArreeteleteetr.
. .
„
Mrs. barley Wee OW Tttle.
• Mr*, Remold H. Durham
settliiii city won the champiotialiip of the
Washesi's Eitat•In - atilt AmoriatIon for
the siseene ewers-sive ever Her were
tor the anal retied woo liteeld,ort-her
iota" ;161
—hie. Amer -Pose.,- -;-•-•-.-1/1.-
New Ytitt. --Tao eat %,Ir of Mrs. Cm*
lyit'W. Astor, widow oi Wtfluiuu, Aelee,
aitd. lean -the lief*te ot New York
'Sete, ameueied 10 but littee more t
aerifeditig to Ote,Dell. !terve*
oretratwer •
In the Growth
of Corn
diesels a ,ariaWriest tie
--kesselvies phosisol- out- wit's-
vegetable es& mot
tises.
As the eon Apes* tists
'one -Unleash sad task-
become i0g SW.
Post
Toasties
Ate mask lea this hard part
el 'hoe Waded corn.
k cook,* Ira&
ism thia Isitm the. tosaiwile
ea- appetizing 1.rowa-widt-
eat a hand touchang the food.
It las been said that Porn
Toasties are the most de-
liciously Savoured parades el
toed 'food yet produced.
Oa* can reader as
upeo_loial
"The Memory Lingers"
sod by Semen
-
--•••
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sold our stock of Merchandise, we must reduce same to give possession by July Mt
In order to reduce stock, and raise Cash, we are going to name bargain pri-
ces on practically evexy article in the store instead of clearing up odd lots and remnants.
*0 Sale Begins Friday T1 itme-1-4tIvamf-Continues Ten Days
 ese Prices Are .5ft-icily Cash 
N
•
• 5 pieces Sheer Stripes in regular 7k
quality, close out ptice Sc
__10c Checks and Stripes. suttable for
10c Check Dimity. a yard - 7kc
.81c Check Dimity, a yard  ic
, 15c Fancies for waits .or dresses, .. 112e "
20c and 25c values leo at lic aimi 19c
27-inch Ratine Suiting. a 121c value to
close at  . 14e-
30-inch Diagonal Skirting, regular price
1 -15 cents, to-close at lic
71c India Linen, sale price..... :- -.-Sc
Indiatnea,
 -ióilivala ref-en. sale prt-Fe-7:
12e India Linen, sale price, . -
 ffit_Inslialitten„. sale price... ik
12./c Persian Lawn, sale
•Nil
ti%)
- . .
One lot 50c Dress Goods, on sale at 43c . One lot Gauze Veats„-each - ac ,45•in. Embritid'd Flounce, worth 75, 50c1 lot $1 -Dress Goods, Blks and colors 79c One let 10c Gauze Vesta. each 
IV ;15 percent on all Embroideyles...1.--.$1.00 Grade Silks, in sate ' ' : 80c -One lot 15c -Gauze Vests. each . 12--c"
 • 
One lot Laces, Vals, Clunies Cotton and-
Two Pieces figured 50e Silica. Per yd 39( i umer)vre-lor ? air4-- ion its. worth 14;nen Terelievis.,extrabarg4ins. go_at _4c _• 25c Silks, plain and figured.. ,  19c 50, 75 and $1. at each 
30.0 aid 7,c •. One lot 10c Vals, Clunies, Torchons, 71c ,
. LADIES HANDKERCHIEFS Ladies Corset Covers, worth 25c . ac All better. grades Laces. Bands and allover Laces at reduced prices.
A better one on sale at 
White Ilandk'ref, henvititched. 2 for Sc Ladies Corset Covers. worth.50c 39c .
t o closeei  . 41k I Belts, Belt Pins. Supporters, Etc..-1 
Bargain prili*s on Jabots-. -Lacerflolhars,
• 
Ladies 
Ladies 75c Skirts, 
Skirts, 
 59cExtra values at Sc, 
142 for 19c5
•
: - r - - - . -MEN'S WEAR • Ladies $1.00 Skirts, to close 79c$ax-72 inch Axvninister Rugs.-- our -$3. 50 Ladies rke cowns„--to-elow - • 43c- ' - 50e Shirts. durioZSale.go-ot _I 43c .values, in sale at •  
Tivadies ---grx-23131rraMei-CUilre al* aff•'-'7: ..... - .. Ladies $1.00 Gdwits, to tioie ne .i ctdd..lo  and „sle Shirts. -WOrtit $1.14 --..-
ts csorru 
- - 1 -$0 and $2.M Axministers at.... _A•AW-Lew Lather $2,00 Gowns. to close 1.50  and $1.5. to close _ -.„ 75c
416%72 Crex Rug , 27,c54 Crex Rug au Ladies $1.00 Waists, to dose  -7* -; Men's 50c Balbriggan Underwear atlie. .Linoleum. worth 50c square yard, at 43c . Ladie$1. Waists, to dose 9& Men's :ric Athletic Underwear Z2c 40-inch Bishop Lawn. a good value at • Yard wide Oil Cloth._ 1_5c value., .. „..12a Ladies $1 50 Waists. -to-closer-7z -- --7---.1;191 -11en's.25c-Underwear. .per garment 20c•-  - - --114 
-'-'11r0-ti's-. Work Shirts, extra full cut. at 43c12ic Linen Finish Suiting. per yard 111c 
Mees  Blue-Chambray. softe;diar. at 43c;',-inch Pure Linen Suitir.g, the r..1 cent 
.31en :4 Guaranteed He, worth $1.2.1 4;grade, on szle at 29c 
pairs, sale priue the. Ixtx ISO-45-inch Linen Suiting, a good tire.  3k
Best quality '0.1c Irish Linen at . 39c
 --LAWNS-
Prirtea 1,att rs, per !, Art!.
*
- ar.d
Prjeti
STAPI.ES
lo z fas:
 ()titer print, 
House Canvu.-,
sir Brown
r Dome:tie. •..
frzality lc
Shirting, cheek and
1:1-: Feather Tick, at yard
Extra Featlier Tick. .
100.0 Brown Drill., yard. Sc
Best Tat0le Oil Cloth; yard tad 17c
HOSIERY
Ladies 50c Black Silk Base, on sate- 39c
Ladies $1 Black and White Silk hose 89c
. •
DRESS GOODS and SILKS - LADIES UNDERWEAR EMBROIDERIES and LACES
• •
RUGS, MATTINGS and UNOLEUMS
tTetvet. Rugs, usually soid at $27.50. to,
I 0-6x 1 3-6 Axminster  Rut!: Ural Elesi4_tri, x“;411142-5.-04,
9x1 2 Axminster Ruti, Persian design oaly, $ I 8.00 'al k' at'
9x1 2 Harford Tapestry Rug, a splendid value at .
9x1 2 Cotton Ingrain Rugs': wade to sell at, $5, to doe t S 3.75
9x1 2 Japanese Matting Rugs, -$3.00 quality, to do.-,‘ at S 2.39
mmoseamminainanmonm- ...maimmaimmak
TABLE LINENS
7ic 27-in. " worth 40. 25c
SHOES
We u.11 make a rcdoctioa of 10 to 25 per rest
cn 'E.s and Slippers. Some ireket sizes
and od lots in Slippers at bargaia prices.
1,0; Dress Ginghains. Liuring sale.. . Sc
e Dress Gingham's. during sale .111c
;•;•.c Apron Checks, fast colors, 7c
6c
• in sale at   SC
.2Se Madras Shirting, satin stript 19c
tac '7
1' Silk hose  $1.19 'I.:.
- • 1.4-aies 5t.tc Listertiottes _
• Ladies .25e Lisle Gauze, black, white
and tan, at Ue
Ladies 15c Lisle Value, at 12e
ladies 10c Black and Tan Hose. 71.e 4 misses and-Chilretis iLjkiTiujh_
12e'lose at
Misses and Childrens We Hose at
• • • • • •
14c lividras to dose at  lit
-12/e-Percalo-to close at Ite
10c Shirting Percale to close at 111e
Yard-wide 20c Brown Linen at ile
25c quality Linen will go at 
Pink and Blee_Crepe (striped) saiitahle
for underwear,-worth
'NA. Galatea for Boys Suits 1St
1e Khaki Suiting, fast- color . - lee
25e Bleached Damask .0 21c
45c. Bleached Mererri.:.,,i • 33(
5ttc Union or Mereerict•i a:. 39c
Fine all-Linen Damask, :t• 69e
- Our best $1 Bleached at .. SOc
Colored Damask, worth at 29c
- Napkins at .reduced prices. •
15 pieces 116 Warp China Matting,- our
best 271c value :Mc: by -piece 40 yds .22c
5_ pieces lie grade isp Matting ter--.ekete-
- at 22c:' -by piece-of 40,,yards..,_._Ic -
- Remnants Matting at right -prices.
SKIRTS
A per eent. rod•teti).rt on _ail -itieittilr%;  a  Wilinitnt tt•1 """"11-
All. Drop Skirts at reduced prices .
A very good Silk one, worth 03. At $2.2S
A $5.00-Silk Skirt in sa1e at 
Men's Vie lIoi=e. extra good, to close-0 12c
' "-s--4-0-k•44.osee44hr.r4c- and tarn-at:-..71t
_Men's Mottled 1V,.rk 1:4)x. 1 1,4 .-1 prs 25c
One lot Men's Ties. .19c • ,ot
-.110 3*
1.!.•e.1 t. . •
11c-st*:27",•,. S••=
1:es t t•
ou 111- •• I) Lim :•;
:.'I • .15c
s hehe.1
. . 7: c •
NOTIONS -
•:2 •::'
Extra arl Button
10e Pearl-Buttons . „ .. .
One lot Vie Pearl Buttons_
Sc
Sc
lk
I- °Ming Paper .Fans, 2 for.... Sc
One lot Folding Paper Fans, Vach „• .4c••
25c Fans, decorated sticks,.... .. 19eSilk Gauze Fans. worth 35e, at .Silk GauzeFars, worth 75c. at.. .4k• Silk Gauze Fans, worth $1.00,4(:.- Silk Gauze Fans, worth $1.50, at.. .1.11One lot Feather Stitch Braid. 2 pieces Sc• On lot Colored Embroidery Seal lops,Ova .Isfor . 
Mourning Pins, .I Good 'quality Brass Pins full cotint'Cut voice on Ribbons all widths
Umbrellas worth in ,sale at 1.00
The prices nameci are good until closed out or during the Sale; as some of the lots are small it willpay you to bi hTiy as possible. Remember the date. Sale begins FRIDAY, JUNE 14,at 8 O'clock A. M. * 1.),
These Prices Aie Strictly Cash
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waists, dresses and underwcar, at ...71c 75c  60c One lot 25c Gauze Vests. each
--11"111 m
thro-ugh all his sickness. May__.
-Attest- -blessings be
thrown around. them all, and
when they come to press a dy-
ing pillow inky they be bles.sed
with the help of loving friends
is my prayer.
Mrs. Ada Witherspoon and
children.
I have three different kinds of
burial vaultsthe*are guaranteed
to keep water I your loved
ones when bun J. H. Chur-
chill.
good remedy 'became effective alunell& _ .-- a
rigid price see, B. Beale &See. - •
Far T• Natal a°, wife. of ttie New MurraY
• 
. Pnce $1.00. 
'd rust - -Rough Luinbeis- I n n-MS• sa++++++++++++++++++++++++3"
4.
Hotel. 13it.ters. Ask,
- • Whifr t rd is so full of 
- • prepared to rnish roogh build- 4,,'- 7
to tgie • one of Buel Strout, accompanied by ing lumber of 1 kinds and will +Swat the fly. every •* killid wateisyss1
told you lasts week to watch this space, that it would be worth dollars to
If:Loa -will read every WOrd-oUtitis-idvisrtisement I will con-
vinee:ydu.- New, a-full explanation of the exceptionally low prices I •
will mike for the next TenDays, dating from Wednesday, June 12, could he
given in one sentence-I need money. But for a more detailed explanation I
will state that jam overloaded in altind many lines and want to reduce them,-
besides this I will add a grocery line to my dry goods business. -Now, 1 can
not add this additional line without demanding, a settlement from all my cus-
tomers who have accounts,. or without borrowing money, neither of which I
will de. -But-l-iniend-to--clo-it-in_this tea _daps of "below -zero" .ea and it
you are of a speculative spirit and want to buy what you -"fight now" need
and from a "right now" seasonable stock. You will surely take part in this,
one of the greatest price reduced. money-saving sales you ever.took part in.
Below I quote you just a few of the Cold, Earnest Prices
I am making on "right now" seasonable goods:
Dress Goods
Big lot 6ic Figured Lawn, sale 
30 inch 10c to Inc Scotch Madras, sale
30 inch 10c to 12ie Figured Organdie
30 inch 10c Pink Organdie, sale 
30 inch 10c to 12ic Batiste, sale 
26 Inch 124c Pongee, sale 
26 inch 121c Nioma Checks, sale
30 inch 15c to 16ic Linon Flaxon, sale.. lie
mu am   "7" • = •  
Big lot 10c white whist- goon:.
Amoskea Gingham 
•
ONE LOT LADIES
1 50 tlast seasort.-Shoe&manging
$3.00, in sale at 50c. to $1.45
- Ribbcms, Ribbo
No. 5 Ribbons, .
No. 1 "
The editor and sons, accom- g
ied by L. 0. Curd, of Penny. g
are camping on Blood River 8
this week. They evidently did 8 assosomosoreostoss:
not place much faith-it-their,-  11°"4".• 
guns and fishing poles, judging - - 
by the size of-their grub box. , Dr. Rileyliix left_the first of
- e see or ones Mill. ..
- Children that are affected by gthen the digestion, nd keep
worms are pale and sickly and 
where he will locate and practice
year. The Led_ the bowels regular, These • tab-
I fli 
medicine this
lets are tle in their
ug -..eirastu-the.venni
,f nennerlIg-ee, 'get WirrecommeiRls- ._ .
pells worms prom and puts a-1 fotri°:eopalude V le age and
y, suitable
  - 410 the child on the road 4o-health.,_in 
which he lethleocematel(rnt'arr.se
 foic. young 
PhYgielaftjaibldeer.fieldi:°r. We by Dale & Stub-
..  
 .10c 
I Price tilic per bottle. Sold by worthy of their confidence and
vety tepable'
-Dale &
61) _ • • s•_-_-_-ssas ,1.04 _ 
eSteettl.
o. 80 " - -Lse IV J. M. Cole his one of the
• it 
- A bilious, half-sick feeling,. 20c ellest, up-to,date, niftiest All •
Clothing -----
$3.00 Clothing, 8 to 16 yrs old...$2.15
Boys $2.25 " 16 " .. 1.75 •
Boys $2.00 •" 16 " 1.20 •
Men's $4.00 Pants.  2.90
_ Other Clothing in proportion
_ T.ha Spes.inla I saLisescoesthaay..to rust
-Best $1 Overall, sale  85c on a special counter will be in by Wednes-
Every&Y Straw Hats  day the 12th. There will be- such things
Your choice of Malagas  10c as Hose, Pins, Towels, Handkerchiefs, etc.
Young Mans $2.00 to $2.50 Sailont...$1.00 Levi Cunningham. -ch
airman
Everydaylffed_and Moe Handkerchiefs 3e -which I will run 
at 5e for latgrticles and of the Cunningham reunion
Work Shirts ..40c to 45c 2 for Sc of all Sc articles.
Do not miss a day. or you will regret it.
_ Your Friend 
T.
Mens' Oxfords
4c $4.00 3-Button Tan, sale
8c$4.00 4-Button Gun Metal, sale
Se $3.25-4-Button Tan. sate._ -
7c $3.25 Gun Metal, lace:_ sale
Be $3.50 PP PP VP 111,
8c
+++++.:.4.,:••.-4.+*+**-i1/44-4.-++- -MTS. W. H. Russell and -ehil- I mi,,,tleb Parkerim returned 1Plication. Try it a see ow 
dren arelhe guest of relatives-. front Pulaski. Term.. where she d Sold D 1 & Get the Ledger-1 Ter 
Year. •
ation of The last survivor of the War of 
death of my dear husband, .Ioe
t and 181-, was Hiram 
Cronk1's'itherspoon, .and to his kindwho"
:physician- who was so faithful
- --;qaickly it will relieve the pain
s I. \ I • \ It PERSONAL. .}
•t- + in Lexington. Tenn. has been engaged in the milin- 
an soreness. y a e -
,Stubblefield.
Miss Erie Keys. of Alma, is 
sirs. rs. . en
Hazzie Sale and other friends went to   Tu!sdaY °n past in Kentucky. The law
_ _ Feel languid, 
!prohibiting the use of an) pub-
- 111 -Richards and M kll 
„rundown? lie drinking cup, which was era! Courts in Kentucky and
is visiting relanifesiroge do% 
Esser, of Huntington. are the 
Headache? S he "off?" A Passed by the last legislature. Tennessee.
4gueats ef_Mr. Cato. Blanks m4
Churchilr&
Miss Elizabeth Parker was Brooks and family. - Sunda
__the guest of Mrs. Irvin Kisk, atid Monday.,
'Vito atia fat141,-of-MaYfield, Berehitough mactia,-.•
hi any itchiness of the:skis: Ms-thodiat-chistawring-ss-s(ateoesssasts-Wselle,--.4e444_.- -Wee-
13.00 00ze Calf, sale 
$2.50 'Gun Metal Pump. sale...
$2.50 Tan Pump, sale 
25 Button Patent ;ale 
atenty-saV-
• $2.25 White Canvass Pump, sale..
• $1.50 Vici Kid, Patent Tip, sale.. . 1.20
• $2.50 Velvet Pump, sale • 1.95
• 
$2.25 PP P, ,P  1,65
•
•
4•
••••
• COLDWATElk,
$3.10
'310.
2.50_,
 2.50
  2.70
• -ONE-1,07 !WENS
tairtegion Slippers; ranging from $2.50 tö
$3.20, in sale from SI  00 to $2.00
kiattle Wear, of Murray.
sister of the editor, and Mies
' Almada Wear. a niece, arrived
there Wednesday and will spe
I several days visiting het" sod
at Wickliffe.- La
vance.
A sprained ankle may as a
rule be cured in frorn three to
four days by g Chamber-
Linimen nd observing
the directions w h bottle.
For sale by Date & Stubblefield-_
arri. John Bogard and Mn.
Joe Bogard, of Goklen Pond, re-
turned lett _Friday from _St.
Louis, where they had- bieri -to  
have theiittle
treated for some trouble with
one of his limbs.-Cadiz Record.
If you want to
loved ones _f
they are buried
get one of those
J. H. Chtirchill.
tect your
water when
had better
vaults from
Notice.
parties wing t4c fir= of lima,
•new delivery wagons on the loss ofe
riergy, and constipated L, f ._ ,
streets of fitursats_combinee----b°wels_can be
 relieve With sur- gliugueS a" 
please mate ia
lightness, protection from heat prising. 
proMptn*---bir- using a" se 
_
and rain with great' durability Herbine. 
The test dose brings
and good size, imp
rovement, a fete doses puts
Blacksmith Wante4t- 
the system in fine vigorous con-_
Will
l'----rge-ditirin. Price ;;Oc. Sold by  -Forme lissillew M. D.
shop, well equi + _of pay & Stubblefield. Dr. Clifford Morris who has
golaiVinev‘s.ags. 
wages
sAor ra opportunity Theta havebeen about 40,000 just graduated at .
-for -a-good work of-as-IlniOn soldiers with-
'Kr - 
Pond, in the past twelve months and
it is estimated that there are
- S. L Spiceland,I
about 500,000 of the old soldiers
surviving. The Adjutant Gen-
eral of the army figures that
-there-will-be-429.M Union vet• committees wants. all_ the -mem-
* bars of -tlie-romin ittee to meetleran• him in Cadiz next Monday at 10 • .
• o'clock. Plans are to be gotten 
1910: 110,000 in 1925: 37,000 in quite an addition o the social
• on foot for the reunion. 
which 1930: 6,296 in 1935, and 340 in life -of the town.
•
••
•
•
•
1110111.0041411690040198041104111101111110041111100001101011100111110
treatment whatev..
is needed is a free a
Chamberlain's Linir
rnassasing the parts t ea._ ae- died at the age of 105
• -
ss:--:--: :-•:--:-.:-+ :--:•s+++++++ ..
_
Mrs. B.• B. Wear Is visiting erY business-
reletives in Paducah and La- Mr. and Mrs. Will Harris and ,
I 'Phe pu-blie-drinkin-g cup at j. P. HO] AT_,
Buy youit cream freezers -
C t •   f   
railroad stations, -en- passenger
ura i v er i of - - • . boarding houses an  puRobert Jones, of Nashville, 
..
Ii
. children, o Nashville. are the cars and in schools, hotels.from J. M. -en er.
MissLa 1 • la; guests of J. M. Cole and family. ' dotherb-
d Mrs. Yewel Williams lie places is now a thing of the
•
Sea sells _
DD biltri:147P Bea this week. business trip.
5
KENTUCKY
r. an
Tenn., is visiting home folks. 'shall county, is visiti
ng Miss
Paducah
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Murray, Ky. -
a a .•
 -early in the season means 10,000 those steel ults from M. his aunt. Mrs. Rainier. of Mem-. make prices et r 
delivered or
less this summer.
•
Phis: came in Friday on a visit on the yard. Ad or call on 4.
Miss Lizzie Suratt. of Middle, to his grandparents, S. Hopkins 'a A. Douglks, Murra„1".  Ky..
 Rt. +
_
Mrs. Dudley Brisdine, of Fur- and wife.
year. Tenn.. came ti the h,sspi- Tenn., spent last W.E; r:, in the 
3. - 4
- Homer Suratt mule and. 
_four year old Eld. F. P. Chandler, of near +To mEmpuiscity the guest of her brother, For Saie-.-talluestlas.-. ' -
Saw Salk hay asp. Gee- _ 
g co* with calf. Paris, a primetive Baptist, will +
....-_,:',IVER."'"" '
siseaessessee at A. I. Beek Lloyd ruillize* and x%jje. of Anply to Bryant. 4 miles 
preach Thursday rind Friday he. 4
___„,__ ________ Nomphis, spent several days of north ° 
ur fore the fifth Sunday in this 4 
-
Mrs. wife Langston has   month in the 
Salem - neighbor-
Mrs.--Q Pitt lain a very (Tit.- the past week in the county the
icarconditian. She has been in guest of relatives and friends., 
bought out the interest of mr... hood. The lcleat ion has not yet
bid health for over a year. I tr- . - - Ezell in the bakery. Everyone 
.been definitely decided upon,
who knows Mrs. Langston knOWII- ak-14- :*°1- aim' eh Siiturdil'v
_ . . aryon Hill. a stepson of Mr.
M  Rexie Brookf hos re. 1 Ts,vlor, of POttertOWn. WM Alt... ;guarantee for good. clan and Sunday of same
 u at
, Keys hospital Monday sufferinc. and.aanitsiry --CooltiAg: - - • Shiloh- 1114,-Public it inv. 
‘,.., k, 4.1 Atmlati- Trip Franiturned from L-i;iington luifingl brt",ir)lt 4.1-lhesidagiam--Fsmil--&
coMpleted a years work at StatCII front appendicitis, _ array
miss mars itichahuon who Nits anti Mrs. Lee Cress. of 1.-doilingAtn, 
some ofthwelattenc.1 these s_e_rvi_e-;k_.„_.
- When your child has whoon• 
+
of town 11 ill Hardin. were-the gums of J.D. in the People tiildin_g & 'Aim nur cough be culif°1 to k°°P the • Train Leaves Murray at 
+
Will practice in-all, the Fed-
EXCURSION
_
JUNE 28
•
+N. C:ir RAILROAD 
lives just south ro
wing away A. A. Tickets Good Retuns
with typhoid fever. • Ilamilvto and family and Areatietion. . • IL Holton. h loose expectoration
Ah automobile party consis- Iten-,edy 'm 
+ int not Later Than Ink Le ng Memphis at 12:40 P. M.givin Chamber Coug
of Mr. S. ----naNther This -remedy alto liquify the +4 
June
21. 1912.
-make it
ir now haoir-oiouridt-y in goodrunning condition and will sincerely -
patronage SATISFAC-
TION GLIYAIrANTEED. We want to
please you and will gladly do over free of
charge any work that does not pleasejou.
FAMILY WASHING A SPECIA T Y
Will call regularly, Monday and /Tuesday
"and any other 'hive rcques d. Wit
appreciate you giving-us la ndry Mon. _
dar,when convenient for  so.
- Murray Laundry Corn ny.
II' VOU VP A NT 1•014.1V14.
T.S.ICEPITIIK/K 1,11 TISK
181.:01.1.1414, 11111.1).
I N(i II LOAN APS-
N(( 
N.
PRES..
M. D MOLTDN.
----Ctir-mtrciat flub Meeting.
There will be a call meeting
of the Murray Commercial Club
ei held on Monday night June 17,
, at 8:15 o'clock, instead of Wed-
nesday night, as was first stated
Ncev let everybody remember
il and be present at that time.
31 Nat Ryan, Pres.W. H. Finney, Secty.
Sec.111
will be held some time in .1oh. 1940. Some of these last survi-
Each age of our lives bat kit
joys. Old people should beissip
O. and they will be if Chamber.
ain'e Tablets are taken. o stren-
with_honnra  has likated inear 
neighboring city of Puryear.
Dr. Morris goes to field of
labor well equipped for his life
work and Puryear is to be con-
gratulated on his choice of loca-
tion.
4.• •
Card if flasks.
-.--'-4-a ors- Vk ill be over iii years old
-Cadiz Reeord. .The last survivor of the War of -
• It is now well known that not th Revolution was Danisl "T. '  
It is our desiie to express our
more than one ease of rheums- , Blakeman, of Freedom, ---Ca-tf-a-ic4-th"1" in" ille:. -gaikijleiglibUS
tism in ten requires any ir4ternal au girt county.. N
ew yerk. whol• and kind friends' who were
-* `i -sickness. dr. I that died in 1860, at the Oge of 109. '" in
+ at
its +
. etc., try Doati. 
t. 40, r.••‘' •.,‘• 1-.,.-f .!. D„-ritsalil'o.in . aud, i* saf. Alia sure. Tos tale el_ 
W. T. 'Agent,-  Ir. urray, (Mich.for skin pimple*, Aue.vsisful one. • It is being hold ' Slarah .•Crests: of Rico. .visited suceessfu'l it Tan opiSlenties .E
at ail drat sto - i. 4. ' Paris PACtiiiii. • : NI a^ tiZ- i f , bY 1121e & StIlbbh.field. 1 411++++•r4 1.444‘44 ++44 +44141+++++4, 2.1
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TáckPIctUre_ at a, Feature
of This Stimmeet-Millinory.
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HE big black picture hat, which
is the queen of each_summer's
millinery, has arrived. It is as
-binges as evef Its-
wealth of pit-i-miti -in-the pre---illa -
-Ong ontostanding modes--it *-
beautiful as ever and has contrived to
be more than ever interesting as to
shape. Crowns are moderate in size
or small and of well known shapes.
But brims! there-in he revelations.
•They curve, they flare, they turn ab-
ruptly upward or swerve -downward.
they narrow suddenly, they are dented.
 or they "flop" with a method in their
madnese.
graceful. Brims are, without doubt
occentric, but it is eccentricity with a
purpose. One feels that it is made to
*et off the face of the wearer and that
the design would not merit a second
look without it. As it is the eye rests
with delight upon hat after hat wbose
Lines are new and-b-viTY.-- Erit---efi one-is
designed for some special type of face
and every one may find a becoming
anode' if she tries long enough.
The return to the normal heads's*.
Is another vantage point for the big
picture hat. Other hats as well are
• 4
":•-"7" `7".
RTIBEEF A LAVODE 
GAN ell MADE INSTRUMENT OF
; 00KtfilD.
THREE CARDINALS---Q-1)11-1MIEW STATES-
Method of Making tlw Soot Out of -the
Cheapest cum GI_ post Originated
s ki France 'itears Ago-Two -
Good Recipes.
• •'
ni4.-r a 111-111ado--set-sma to ileotte-of
-disheor-ia-APrance.
where without question, -this matter 
of reeking the less expensive cuts of
freest originated-a, century or so back.
The English early. adopted this -mettl-
e-oil, celied-i-e-Pr;oieh beef a la na
Hill! Imo sight of tht• prime essent
of the mode. which teems to ni.
quite a different thing among Knee
speakine PeoPleit from what it does
the French. • .
IffseAnierica, our leading- cooks di"
scribe this :tit similar to the pot-roast
1r sitiotherea beef, the difference being
[Walt ceektal sins _wore water. The
dilef characteristic. as they conceive-1
of it. Is the larding of il-fe beef.
;  The French. it is true, do lard the
rut of beef the.y- tete. but they abio
add vinegar usually to make it more
tender; -sometime.. merteating
throes or four hours In vinegar and
otalther .7asoningit. and then using tho
marinade in cooking it with vtige
lea 
.
can• our ly_t_mt authority 
arnuP: hralea togetherbe
beet, pot
and otr
las:
atT
aud
tessil 1*- node
- "le -101 ease. the meat is browned
on the outside to increase the flavor.
now blocked with smaller head sista
than forth. past twb or three sea,
sons. Models in which the lines are
isiniOlestilei sometimes faced and at
biblan-tliffeilleistied with., flange of
-Rot fise-mederter oteisems
use nothing In their composition but
the shape and the trimming, and need
nothing more.
Among the novelties that have been
most successful are those shapes In
I
which the brim is double. That a mixture of salt. PePPeeS 
eelerl salts
is the suspire„ cinnamon  And nutmeg Put 1 
under brim or faring is nifide of-the
braid and is simply a continuation of 
in a kettle with a sliced onion, carrot. I
the upper brim. This gives a soft 
a piece of lemon, n tablespoon of 'tee-
gar and water to half cover It. Cover
#•
.4311111113.
• a
- • •
•
•
•ra 4.4
• .0•.•••••...„
S•'&6.1. tete
J
•LolY
-- 
------------ 
— lialesteee-ehesereaticia-cdsthe-lasea-tWal--Kiii-arTe.iii--eirdliali- by-thir-popelbf._-__
United elates met Teearotrat & season:1 uf_thaboard of trustee' of the Catholic Uaiv.rslt7 of America. At that . 
recep ace . time e aeseuselesettimoteorgain-wirs--tatretr---eanigirt- Gthbous I. t. th. -with (ardival OCouneil o. 
(Inver of the disli--is securtA by the -right end-Cardinal--Parley on the shift:,
browning- the -meat and by the- add!, _ . .
lien of the seasoning vegetables." '
▪ '
11 I • Lime a
• covered kettle or
WOMAN HAS PHONE MANIA
cooked-lees _goolL_OIL.SSAIRA,
fact, one- French cook book which I
have-that by l'rof. La Fayette-says
.-Serve cied and -garnish with parsley Man Held for Experiments at
and. aasturtitun.... blossoms." II I
_tessaatiy hen:MOW -
Big, up-standing clusters of Paradise
feathers, some times mounted with an
ornament, are often used on these
hats. Paradise in fact divides honors
with ostrich while heron disappears
from the world of millinery.
The black picture hat Is for her
Who may -taw, More tbanonar
for dress. Notwithstanding that it is
black, it is conspicuous and in the
new shapes, intended to be &little dar-
ing. It is not for-all occasions and it
remains the queen of hats.'
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
TO BE WORN IN THE HOUSE'
-ledeor Dresses for Girls of From Ten
to Twelve and Four to Six
Years.
The first Illustration shows a useful
dregs that may be made up In fine
serge, cloth. pbplinetts or cashmere.
The bogiee has a box-pleat in center
'frost and one tuck each side back;
• the yoke is of different material orefflt
sad is trimmed with Asian buttons.
The one-piece skiff Is joined to
bodice under a material band stitched
•
•
—
at each edge. The sleeves are auth-
ored into cuffs that Match the.yoke.
The oreend ta for a littlas itirlsof -Naar
Wale years. and may pa. cerried out In
a variety of materials. The tower part
of bodies, and the skirt are cut to;
seiner; They woe 1414 In eet tileats
----r- stitablis-if-TONM-DIO-VOnterTifferate WU)
• esteem yolk* thet
P405- efts/We ml
The biotic* %Mee,. are leathered Into
-4101slatbaids trimmed to Match Yaital.
To Natoli. the Njainglek_ •_
et' the Sew ' 014N.,;ag41fftt
SMART TIES AND STOCKS.
Woman With Clever Fingers Can
Turn Out Numerous home Made
Articles of Neckwear.
The woman with clever fingers can
turn out for herself -numerous smart
ties and stocks if she is keen enough
to copy the shop ones.
Fashion jabots from handkerchief
linen or fine lawn cut into oval, round
or oblongstihs that reach to the bust
line or hat way above it. 1Fliesh the
edge with -a narrow buttonhole etitelt.
In small scallops all around or in
straight batten-holing on the sides -Ind
three deep scallops on bottom.
- In center pat a tnedallTen of_tites
with material cut away beneath, and
around it embroider a rote er two of
pin dots or small eyelets to form a
frame. Newer are ' the medallions
made -with a center of. punchwork,
with, a design embroidered or outlined
around it.
These tabs are most serviceable in
all wheee--using Sue mercerized cot-'
ton--hut are pretty.* color which is
repeated in the -collar, belt and stock-
rostS, iney are but pleited. Lia616.1.r„-
IPIC is 'simplified. s
"• Another smart tie to be worn with
3 turned delve or Butch colter is made
from a straight piece of heavy linen
three Inches long and one Thb -e-ida,
s Round the ends scoop out sides slight-
! ly and finish with straight edge of but.
tonholing
r Make 
ieng-eyelete-aberat half  as
Inch of critter and throutth them run
sclvet•ribbon to 'matchembroidery.
The ends of the ribbon project be-
yond the ends of the linen. If desired,
a small design in eyelet" or solid em
biettery tali be trot-414 Tit eacli of
the- rounded ends midway We've*
tirolet and edge. • -
re pee • se • e
cold. This idea Is - a part of the 1
economical one so universal in
of even the soup'tneat or bourn!.
France. where they make so much
The following rather simple recipes
are those of different American house-
wives which have come_ into my •
bands,_ and show how-this. beef is
made the Intitriittient-ot economy in
practice' every_d_ayseindOng. am,
not sure but that one of the itiois
can be called American.
Beef a la Mode I.-Take two pounds
of rump beef and lard with thin strips ,
of salt pork which have been rotted
deify ti-u-d----Terslieso
Beef a la Mode 11.-Cut two slices
of bacon into one-fourth of an inch
squares and fry thoroughly. beef
which has remained overnight in vin-
egar to which a few cloves, a whole
pepper, and a bay leaf were added.
ook in the fat until both sides have
become a little gray, then ead two
onions cut up, the vinegar and spices
from the meat ana salt to taste. Let
simmer about Two hours When thor-
oughly rooked add a little caisup and
tablespoon of flour dissolved In wa-
ter to thicken the gravy.-Jane Ed-
dIngttue
. I' II
Harvard Student Gives Details of Prof.
Levanzin's Experience-Man Placed
S.
In Alr-Tight box for 33 Days
Without Food. --
lioston.-Details of the scientific
starving of Prof. AgostinteiSetietztreat
the nutrition laboeatory of the Car-
negie inst-ttutO Ritzlitiff.seen-dricteff
by Prof. Francis Santa Benedict, -and
which have' been suppressed for -days.
were made public by M. F. -Tufts, a
lento, at the Harvard dental school
and wformer subject.
ally i prisoner during the thirty-three
days of his fast and that during a part
of the time he was kept in a rine air-
jars were filled with chemicals, which
removed from the air he had
anon'. tier El ,. ..e_nyhon------diu
(ere- Thnn oxygen was let into it.
The weight of the carbon dioxide and
moisture was aice_r tained and care-
fully recorded.And -
v
am
oxygen consumed by the subject was
measured?' • 
• .
Causes limit Trouble_ for Cincinnati.
Bachelor Doctor, Grocers and
Many Others.
erlra Cl o -
Ducats With Green Peas.
Pierce a tame duck in a Mich ores
and brown nicely. When brown all
over pour over It about two Pints of
calves' bouillon, a little salt, a few
chopped onions- and a few soup vege
tables; then cover and let it ball tin-
til . Then taks the duckit and
cut it In nice pieces, keeping it-warm.
Strain the soup and skim the fa: off.
Brown a large tah!espooit of flour and
butter in a saucepan (not ten brown)
thin It net with the soup until the
right tliickness. put In L two pints of
green peas and boll until done, then
'place the meet In and boil a few min-
•
••1 38..02 IN,
fneesages which have caused annoy-
ance and ludicrous predicaments to
and-ea-How greeers in -this city welat
Dr. Thomas Dickens, other doctors
cleared up in probate court recent*,
when Miss Bertha Heide, thirty-threes
Hospital for-the Insane .
a cook, was committed in-- -Longview
When a -Few Hours -tttd, It Phintlik 4111.% •Iiiissi-Asida2zAisicssalitt
iritTime at the Jewish templed Soni
or years ago Doctor -Dickson -wee
cies End of World in -Nevem- -
ber, Then Dies. 
Month after- 1--SU-began **Otos-
- 
ing him and continued her mania for
Thomasville..Ga.--According to re- 
'the phone up to this time. Ho-teati-
fled that Miss Heide would call up
ports rsrrthrett here the "egmes grocery stores and other concerns, ha-
amund Pelhani• over It Mitchell elmIn- personating- the doctor and order
Irred 13p over an Infant large quantities of- groceries. -cooking 
phenomenon which, It M said, spoke
when only a few hours old_ and 
utensils and otber.goods, formn-dh -
•- •a bachelor, had no use.
among other things predicted the end Atone time a delivery man depos-_
NEGROES_ WARM- BY- -BABY
•
...a. . •••,1
breathing air fed him by tubes in his
nostrils, Is alleged.-
; That students working their way
through college and anxious to earn a
ntUe money are elaccel in tubs filled
with lee water and floating ice to
study the action of extreme cold upon
the body is charged.
Students are fed strange diets to
see what the stomach will stand and
what it will refuse, it is said, and vi-
visection of digs in_e most repuistve
form is practiced.
The purpose of the laboratory Is to
secure data that will be of value to
humanity, and particularly the scien-
tific importance of food and the lack
of it.
Tuft's story, in part, is as follow':
"A large part of the tripe Professor
Levant* remained in the calorimeter
room. This room is a perfectly air-
tightchamber. lie was laid down on
a couch. Ills mouth was sealed. Into
his nostrils were inserted rubber tubes
connecting with a 'series of jars and a
motor. completing the circuit. These
Dandelion Wine. _
. One gallon of dandelion 4404sotas,
.picked when the sun to shining Put
In stone crock, pour over Owls one
gallon of boiling water, let- stalk*, to
ascooispithritesthtyjs-itheit-
put into porcelain • kettle, with the
rind of three oranges and one lessoni
rind, cut sup line. Boil 1S niniutes.
straln said three pounds of stosir and
.the pulp and juice of the oranae-and
lemon. When titkewnem tele half a
yeast cake. stand one week in a warm
• sirsiti ngain, let steed until It
stops workiite, then hot t le •
Safi-iiiipww• el Irish Litte.-7
riper. Itilfirlacte slipper, the
first Sonsignment of which made li
apeasence In--America • enly a -short
time loco, pair of theee hitad-eriv-
citeted. all lbws takes almost two weeks
toone toe anti the retail price la in the
Horseradish and Nut..14tice,
This Is an excellent isilicesto serve
with bolted hoer. Remover-41es skins--
-from some ealnets.--ehop- titette-Osess,
with • the Caine quentlly of erateti
horseradish Season this mitt tire with
a dessertspormtul, of pnwitered sugar
and a pinch of salt. Attal theITties: of
two lemons and some [stoh ers:1m. la
ettifit enT quantity,T at -Hie gimes. may
pot, he too tele* nor too Gen.-Nee
tionel Magnin*
'Pecan Meats. -
_7._ • he --meats at pecia.zita mar galas
flyF4+ rrinoved- if they arrtriit
An it ilea and hollittit t_jtier poured
°vet them •
Allow theaCie Alain in t▪ he watee
for trw.1n isLy_pw thittx .wilurw. • When
'Inane* are vraelted, tne nouae_eome•
Several nneeoes here have received
letters from friends in. Pelham telling
of this child, which, they affirm, turn-
ed and spoke to sits mother when it
had ben born only eight hours. The
child, so the story goes, told its m
or that It wotild die in two hours and
ana-Itiff
world would come to an end in six
months. Mother and child are both
said to have departed this life- on
schedule time, and now the colored
population have- no doubt whatever
that the remainder of the prophecy
will be fulfilled.
Another portion of the prophecy
which the child Is alleged to have ut-
tered and which showed. that it pos-
sessed a voice of wisdom was that It
would rain 'off and on- until the end
of the world. As the showers in this
section have undoubtedly been of that
character of late and are liable to
continue so. there Is no difficulty in
rectifying the. truth of the utterance,
which is of course held up as a con-
firmation Of the whole matter.
Ited a weaning machine at his
door. Then followed a case of seltzer
water anti large orders of household
goods. The climax came when a manu-
facturer of monuments called at his
oMee and insisted on measuring the
persecuted one for a monument block.
U. S. EMPLOYES TO ORGAN121
prilsithwit a. L. Cain of National
League Seeks Merit Pledge From
Two Big Parties,
- -
Washington.-Plans for an organe
*non of government employes to en-,
braee all arms of the government sere
ice in all parte of the country are be--
Int( formulated by George L. Cain of
1.ynn, Mass., .prestdent of the Na-
tional League of Government Em-
ployes. Mr. Cain is in this city ats
ranging to, have a delegation appeal
to the Republican and Democratie na-
tional conventions to incorporate to
their platforms pledges as to the fu-
ture admintstration of the civil service.
PASSING -Or- THE SANTEE
Many Former Midshipmen or
School Remember Unhappy Hours
Upon It.
Kisses Go Astray
Husband Receives Letter Intend-
ed-tor ills Wife.
' Annapolis, 111d-The old sailing
frigate Sanest+ itrielsorted to-be-
saving badly Meek and 'sunk in the
mud here. If it is found that she
must be broken tip where she lieo,
will hardly be another vigorous
protest like that by Oliver W-endeil 
Holmes, Which saved the. Constitution.
The sontlitiona ere in no way alike,'
and-Set It is poilmbie that on no ether
ship heve se lame a proportion of
the °Meets of the .navy aerate' as
the old -Santee. which was tong ht
commission- as a disselplinary adjunct
to the naval academy, as well as for
' 44 -
de"
I. .
Illsautng material hank.* Magastnet
-
•
•
alliterfea•eskliffearrao.
•
Itt
r
•
_libels. 7
s
practice in, sallormantilitp !did sritooth
bore' gunnery,
She belonged tn thr Vivi} war period
and to tote' to have been a beautiful
ship of her typts her mottee power
tItg Isitulsenff vans_ lint her_Joog
record as a plare for discipline of the
middies a ho failed In 'trim ()hoer.
*floe of the countleas regulations at
Annapolis wasl not of a kind to appear
Strongly to , the -affectionate. remem-
brance of the gi'cdut*teeTnY the MAE--
*my or to arouse the enthusiasm of
the civilian.
'The Santo. plum .with..*brief
newspaper metres' only, sett with ft
the Eraltsh , languages, •all Spoken At
eees eeils, en! grobabloslosaat-oamils
_The San tees wilt .be remembered Mt
ensi of the Centederiee tribe!. of the,
- Peens anti there will. eontihne le be
Macipline at .the Sited academy, but
iseeplitationly no untidy, meekest or re-
mtddf Wall!
• a
•
Charles G. Bostwick Intercepts Con-
signment of Superheated Oscula-
_ _ From Ardent dn'iliver of
—NW Sposma
Kansas .('It y. ato.e-Forti-seven -su-
perheated kisst s seat by mail by Wal-
ter .1 Kincaid in Mrs Mary E. Bost-
wick in litee and received by charloa
0. Bost wtele -husband of the ..consignee.
are still burning in lisestelesit's mem-
ory.
Dostwick tells of the malt order mi
ieutanon in hissmiawer -wee ernes-pert
ttati tied in the eiteuit court recent-
ly against the divorce petition of )11T11.
itiestwich. Prior IÔ receitina' the  h.. 
let in Salltningtons, lad., liord_wirk
prised Mrs. Bostwick ant ittneald in
her room; sisoing unnecessarily clove_
to earn other. When he arrived; be
said, Nincelat departed, :that' wee l a
Seymour. tad' -
--..XIttne-gt-thst-pen-oMeskin Winning
ton a Few days later, he amyl', he found
a hetet' for Mts. litudwIck and oprneld
It. The forty-event eremite marked
at the end of an epistle beginning
-My **areal" might bates been menet
le_deelettate_ cars, bushel*, tons or
only individual !dime*, licetodatersee
or she s writer, 'tete 'et lesse
Iitedvirtek w Pg.Pd Also the 1st
ter refefree to sten* eirtnres nod
litetteick 'made Onir inspretien-
through hie wtfesattiteh,
*fete a le Latin -SIT Piet !fres 0
•
,
TIM
it
caid and Mrs. Bostwick' in numerous-
Positions... _
itostwick declares that whop hit.
enmplained :to his wife about it iihe
hit him over the head with a skillet
and left him. After a recoucillatioe
he eomplained beenti:4 she stayed out
at night and slept late in the Meral&g
and again they _aetseratod, -------- •-
itosteick is district manager of lb*
Federal ('asstaity company and lives
at SeSO Eest Eighth street. , The
alias's petition charges diatekentiess.
II 14•1 ra-eenvi attempt to divorce
CHAIR- CAUSES MORE DEATHS
1 
--- -
Loner Irmo-erase of -ffitecutIone In Rea.
lucky Since the introduction Of
the Electric Device.
_.---pranklom-jlesess-Sutenateerelt-olf---11W---- ---- -
-tioiith 'their for the gent** la Kee-
tatcha.bas been followed by an la- .
crematel pereentMte of convictionii IS
qr.: degree moiler resets according
to state officials-. There are new IS -
prisoners In - the Eddy vine peones- .
Clary awaiting eleetitton, the largest
number ever assembled there at nee .
lime. : . . .• -,itder the, old svstem of Imaging
prisoners the sheriff et s the county' IS
which rrorklilioe. Wile  _..‘auf.tmed.v-
ettlitpelieti to execute 'the Pilamierti..
Tho disliked thte shill endsmaile Of .them Steed their lattliatanea la premise
pehlie -Seethe ent ineahust the death •
erred*" Nearix alteart_M_
lot
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By CHARLES L. RAMIE
• C NON
PERIODIC PAINS
The Experience of Two Gide
Here Related For The
ORDIN wage earner can save enough to escape from the Benefit of Others.
clam If by the ordinary Wage.fifter we 010111
the aie .wage earner then-wo ire dealing selth 
if. Y.—"Ihaws a damillo
aver .10111".."5"___Ier 18 years old who has alwaye boa
average wage of considerably lesa-than-$111-par-weeek eery healthy until recently when
•-two werkt_in 
tiomplained of dizziness and cramps every
The present cost of bare necessities of life prohibits the saving of het7thboMbrafrodmthert i oruMand puhtimherteto bat
Considerable &mould *from the meager wages-ot-the average wags Is get relief. - -
earner. Certainly be cannot save enough inh11lihi to maintain him- bettb•
4f inhis 411 age. This would be true or-te wIthont-fantity-responsi-- 
 L'diaE. Pinkham s Vegetable Coin-
"After 
is now enjoying the best of
health. 1 cannot praise your Compound
too highly. I want every good mother
to read what your medicine has done for
my child."-Mrs. RICHARD N. DUNHAM,
811 Exchange St., Rochester, N.Y.
Stoutaville, Ohio.-" I, suffered from
headaches, backache and was very irreg-
ular. A friend ad-
vised me to tak •
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com-
pound. and before I
had taken the whole.
of two bottles -I
found relief. I am
alji r have enybutb t-
ter heal& tiLan for
two or three yam..
I cannot Impress my
thanks foe what Lydia E. Pinkham's
bilities, while average wage earner with a family to support can save
nothing at all unless the standard of living of the family is redtteed
meet advancing living costs, and then only, a small sum wHich 'a brief sick-
sees will absorb.
It is the families of the wage- earners - that populate the country.
Wealthy families are not usually noted for large nuinhers of children
The wage earner's family must, he supported before there can be any ItRY•
tOlrfor the future and when that is derreihere-tenrhe-little-or nothing
; • .11 .1 rill 6-'6'
not in the wage-earning clam.
- Same wage earners follow trades that are highly skilled and excep-
lona I v we  paid.. It Is pomade for some of theme to save a portion of
extraordinary wage
earners, and Men aincmg itteirlieFfigrOttheill-Ilteritope-to-escare-Ilitevage
earning clam by_suing
A young man asked a prominent American statesman how to acquire
riches, and the answer was; "I'ut yourself in_e poeition to profit by the 
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
I had taken other medicines but did not
labor of other people." . . - find relief."-Misa CORA B. FotesAtIole
----The wage 'earner who escapee frone-the-weguearning_class_.410es4his: 
Ztrutsvitie, Oolftrt.L.4D., 
Nters 
o. 1. 
moth-
- I 6 ..:41exnpressing their gratitude for what
r. ft 'invest me w le If 
Imeeeeeful, yields him a profit op. the labor of other people. -Lydia E. Pin
kham's Vegetable Com-
und has accomplished for their daugh.
- - - -11-the-wfigelgtrIter buil1s.4144801-1-46-imas- he ialitratifYing *14 linnw* Is have been received by the Lydia E.
owning instinct, but if he coliples with it a tenement to rent he is den+. ham Medic
ine Company, Lynn,Masei.
*ping the desire of the capitalist to profit by thelabor of other people._
It is well. for the ordinary wage earner to be prudent and- to-1mm !i_uNSTANT-DRAIN ON_
what he can, but not With &idea of escaping thereby from -the - wage--
earning class, lest his wings be singed by the flame.
----,-.The-otittinary wage-earner -wilt- do-well-teegive more-Atari.- to improve-
the condition of. the wage-earning, class thtoug se union o an
Ices to an atttmpt to escape from the' wage-earning class by an unsuc-
cessful imitation of the methods oreepital. .
All wage earners should seek the largest jneome from their own
_
labor rather lhan to seek to profit 
liy the labor of their fellows. 
poshest-
a largest
• lit 0.141
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Solitude
By HR. FRANK CRANE
- One of iinaihii trarstre-not-
is "Misery loves company." The fact itl
that it is happiness that loves company,
while sorrow seeks solitude. We close the
door to weep and draw the blinds; we go
to the theater and crowded restaurants to
Ludt.
Misfortune isolates. Pensiveness is un-_ _ _
These lines are written on shipboard.
We have been six days at sea and all the
'passengers have become acquainted; for ab
ocean liner a few days out resembles a
country village; everybody knows every-
-bay and everybodes-inurinem -Convention rules the decks and gossip
guards the cozy corners as thorobghly as in a New England town.
Only one man keeps apart. His wife is in a coffin in the hold. A
month ago they went to Italy for a long lark; She died in Naples. This
man speaks to no one. He keeps his room. Ile may be seen of nights
looking over the rail into the boiling dark of the sea, alone.
When an animal is wounded he flees the pack and in some cave or
under some bush, solitary, he licks the bleeding paw or torn shoulder. So
when the human heart breaks its cry is for solitude; it shuns light; fellow-
ship is pain; lonesomeness becomes luxury.
Joy is the centripetal,- sorrow the centrifugal force of the world. Joy
makil-eities; disappointment makes.enrigration.
Many
Dangers
From
Handkug
Filthy Luc
By C. IL ItICHARDS
The treasurer of a Massachusetts bank
is reported to have died Of infect on from
handling bank notes. Death was caused
by complications following blood poisoning.
This incident calls attention- in a tragic
manner to the necessity for improving the
condition of the bank notes in general dr-
-rotation. _ •
Some of the bills are so filthy that they
are not fit to bent*: 'The remedy for
is very simple.
All that it necessary is 'for the hanks,
4.trust companies and -other financial instite-
Cons to retire the notes as they come in.
These notes should sent to Washington and there redeemed for
new ones. -1 understand that in England &dirty bank note is never Seen,
as they are retired as fast as they become soiled.
All the bank notes there are crisp and Clean. The same condition
could prevail everywhere if the dirty banknotes were retired soon enough.
Inilv
• Meaning
Of Term e
"Luck" in
Business
By R. H. BARNI'S
The application of the term 'Elwell,.
been extended to such a great degree that
--in many_ cams, it Arineorrectly used.
bileit la-true that many instincts.
good or bad fortune can only be ascribed
to "luck"--euch as fire finding of...a purse
or the loss of an arm by accident-the term
cannot be used in cases where some one has
had financial circumstances or position
changed by application, education, ability
as well as other factors.
It cannot be doubted that Prone persons
are effected more-Tthan -other* by litck, but
i- 
_ ttheTreeing of the wnel shoula be eon.
inert tvithiIt  tPiWper lkeits and not applied' to incidents controlled
4a its way ii oat* by the *Wu of the Dermas so Affected. —_ s
•
Coo of Tuberculosis and Other Pre-
ventable Ch.  Has Been
Put into figures.
--•
IN THE KINDIRECIA5,TEN.
Oft .7..../P40.-41.00r el.' 1•111 Rem
• —.-.
1 'I 1
'Now, WI lie, why do bees-
-wti.it le th• cause of it?'
"uh, simply bee cause, 1 MN."
"I'M ONLY A LITTLE GIRL."
Palling Eyesight Responsible for an
Old Man's Mistake-Rebuke
Hardly
certain semspoe- y
xclusive Weatilide residential puttee
been very noisy throughout the
forenoon.
childreo wore ettil.gloinie_their
_Indian, a _leelllatn,  wheat a
_angry old man appeared at
at a nearby apartment house.
quite °le, and it was evrdent-
his eyesight was nut the beet: but be
finally succeeded- in picking out a
youngster who was aiding very strenu-
ously In the noise making.
The lied- man walked over to the
child, took it by the hand and.walked
back -to -the apartment -
reached the doorway he turbid 10 the
eliltirefirittTU
"Don't you - know it's against__
to makeso _
"Yes. sir," was the meek reply. •
"Well, don't you know that you'll
arrested and-put-le Wt .-1M -
you can never be president of the
United States?"
"Please, sir" replied the child, "I
don't care; I'm only a little girl."-
New York Mail.
•
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ALCOHOL-.3 PER CENT
AN'eletabit Preparation for As •
simdahng the food and Reg uia
beg the 5 tomsdicasilBawels of
1%.1 l'04 I I i t• I N,
Promotes Iligestionghte rful -_
ness and Hest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
NOT NARCOTIC
R•••• of O filat .:5 
•
,
4
4;811271PITAP
/1..•.t., .f.-
.. .,.d.,...
AN......... -
'W41* eat,
A. ..e 
1 (••••••••65.40.•
(0,,..4r.v.e 1../.r••,,,z...„.
;-'t A perfect Remedy for ConsiOi.
f i WM. Sour StoMaekDial11.104i,
Worms,Coneulsions.feverish-
Was and Loss or SLEEP
PM Simile S•smitere of
.••••••••
Tile CCPTAUR COPIenav,
NEW 'YORK.
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4111) Iirk
!or Infants and Children. 
'-I
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The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
At D. to me the. 'pi d
35 Dos's - 15(1_ ,N
Guaranteed under the Fe
Exact Copy of Wrappev.
le
he
For Over
. ars
OR.
•
FOR 
PIN CATAIRIUM1111101716111111111ALL
_
cents and Ill CO • bottle; SAO as4 fin 00 the doses. Sold by all
Ito' tongue. Safe or Mares and all others. -be
curets theeitilsr=nee preverytIre tot .thimi.
th 
suittrite,at
sod bores goods bourse, or bent et prose paid, by the mantilaMMINIIIIS
SPOHN MEDICAL CO., Chemists, GOSHEN, INDIAN/1
White state commilssions and other
bodies are trying to find a method for
reducing the cost of life insurance.
Prof. James W. Glover_of thee Unit
versity of Michigan demonstrates that
every policy-holder of a $10,000 or-
dinary whole life policy could save
about $20 a year on his premiums if
tuberculosis and typhefd fever were
eliminated. Tubexcnitaisis alene-_cpuses
_aloes -ta- such et_Pellen.4191141.0 -r
41-6.•70 at twenty to $12-50_at_the age
of sixty. At loge of twenty, with the
present high death rate from tubercu-
losis, this one disease alone shortens
the complete expectation of life by
two years and 168 days. While the
death rate from tuberculosis-seem-0 tee
be declining. the National Association
for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-
culosis says that the combined effort
Of every man, woman and child is nec-
essary to bring about a radical reduc-
tion in life insurance rates such as
Professor Glover has indicated.
IT IS CRIMINAL TO NEGLECT
THE SKIN AND HAIR
Think of the suffering entailed by
neglected skin troubles-mental be-
cause of disfiguration, physical be-
cause of pain. Think of the pleasure
of a clear skin, soft, white hands,-and
good hair. These blessings, so essen-
tial to happiness and even success in
life, are often only a matter of a little
thoughtful care In the selection of
effective remedial agents. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment do so much for
poor complexions, red, rough bands.
and dry, thin and falling hair, and cost
so little, that it Is almost criminal not
to use them. Although Cuticurie Soap
and Ointment are sold everywhere, a
postal to "Cuticurs," Dept. L, Bos-
ton, will secure a liberal sample of
each, with 32-page booklet on skin
and scalp treatment
One Mani, Way.
"Is Brimson a man who makes the
best of what befalls?"
"No When things go wrong Brim-
Aorta to swearieg and spon_be-
comes so interested in thinking up
new tofms Of profanity that he forgets
all about bre troubles."
A very successful remedy for pelvic
catarrh is hot douches of Paxtine An-
tiseptic, at druggists. 25c a box or seat
DOW paid on receipt of pride by The
Paxton Toilet. Co, Boston. Mass.
Wheu a man boasts about what a
miserable sinner he used to be. the
devil laughs in his sleeve.
WO MATZ Ortg
aditaTtavivthe (PNli I yasyit
on Snow what Tell Cr. ako
tersest& is 'Mihaly testate. Olt mare wsw.
g=."1:•:retir swam
Ow Used snildess.NIssow
74Aso
It's a quartile whether women grow
ald-smr- litertli. catch up with their
The old bleed is better than the new.
ilsrlield Teo it not only old but tried and
found true. Rao of puns wholeeutue !Lena.
If every lie in the world were nailed
Is it possible for i man to be then, non111111-106-linetiglenfils left to
straight and make both ends meet? build houses with.
- Not Reliably intormed.
The gentleman who' wore evening
clothes and the remnants of a Jag at
I o'clock In the mOruing was clinging
to the footboard of a crowded surface
car In Chicago. As the car rounded a
sharp curve with a Jerk the person in
incongruous apparel fell quickly an
heavily to the cobblestones. He was
pirked-ute.try the strong hands of the
.and-about 20..pamengere.
Melon?" he-asked in a dignified
one-of voice.
said the conductor.
"Off the track?" further questioned
the victim of the accident.
-No," said the conductor.
"Wl1," concluded he or the jag. 'It
I bad known that I wouldn't have got
off."-Popular Magazine.
The Worries Way.
'The Hon. Stephen Coleridge. the
Engliah_ anti-vivisectionist." said an
anti-vivisectionist of PhijaAeliiiii.,'W
delighted with the recent English vivi-
section report, which promises to
abolish even the use of live bait in
Sighing.
`Mr. Coleridge once argued here in
Philadelphia about the cruelty of fish-
ing with worms.
"'Oh,' his opponent said, 'the mere
fact that a worm writhes and wriggles
TO MAKE SURE.
•04-'
root+
A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
-"TM. TS 0 ILKP -of niwithell wad ii•aperrinent ...km
• nature, so to speak. Is ransacked by trio *cleating
IL* comfort and happiness of man. &tear Saa
&red mad* Mout strides during th• past sewn
ano•ng tb• by no man o.• laud Insp..
arteries Is me-dieting roma• that of Timiaspips.
has. ••• ••••••••nd- tars used with trreatentommay
tits French Hoop•tateasd that It I. w.•rtny the .1M.
koo of those who suffer trout kidney, blah
ar 
astfor
raous diseases, throttle weska••••• .a
eruptions. pi:••, ar , w• think there Is noe:ift.
I tart It means imams& from the big •tlr
1 ainfklat eteelokets. that THINAPION I.
to oat into oi.ii•les ail those ofeestionabl• ramaillikall •
I that were formerly tho solo refloat* et sealant
It Is of r•-urse I ni pots t blo to tell sufferers all wo
Ilk* to tell them In OW 'tort artlels, hot War* IOW
i 
Sr. Interwad and woe Kith* to know more 
trles 
at.:11.
seedy that has Ifortedlite twany-we:•1211 .5
asy-latrattalose COMM. *VII cooly to
..
'envelope for f7tElt hook I. Dr. Le Clem lited..Z
Ylammtort Sae& Ranmeteed. Longa"_ leg. sad
Sae thentselass whether Ilh• Pew Yawn
•••vintamston„. is grass war rearlm awl
I they may SWF* been atektorf la 'WA garb.' a :trilo enteld wirer,. esffertag, Ill MIMS end lithasseasoi
kiss Hascoigne - Er-before an-
nouncing our engagement, count. eer
I-tbialinthiiiiii-Ti--WeRld be more sat-
isfactory if you bad your-er-titleguar-
anteed.
A Fine Distinction.
The friend of the city editor was
being initiated into the mysterieispot
modern journalism.
"How large a Staff have
asked.
when impaled on a hook is no proof "Let me see," mused the city edi-
that it is actually suffering pain.' tor. "We have about fifty men. five
" *No, oh, no!' said Mr. Coleridge,,,. women and three society reporters."
sarcastically. 'Beyond doubt that is --:-Judge, -
Just the worm's way of laughing at
being tickled.'"
Law of Life. -
Two men wet% out walking one day,
In min-kissed California. Suddenly, kiss- SORIA 
people are so wrapped up in
lag time being over, It began to rain.#
themseixes as to suggest human balls
in torrents, and they were miles of twine-
from the car line One man laughed,
long and loud. The °the' wept bit-
terly. "Why do you laugh?" he asked
his duckling companion. ''Ilecaus1
I am paying meter ratels on- -water.
But why do you weep?" "Because I
am paying $10 a day for climate." re-
plied the tourist. "One man's meat Is
another man's meat bill."
- - - -Less end Lees.  
-"This Is a great_age,wo are living
In," said Brinkley, -We have smoke-
less gunpowder. borseless %% nuns.
wireless telegraph--
"Yes," interruetbd Cynteus, "and
.we have moneyiess foreigners corns '
ing here and contracting loveless
marriages with heartless heiresses."-
Judge.
Piecing Out.
"Writing a siOry ' the caller asked
the busy author
"Yes; in dialect."
didn't think you ever Unite use
of dialect"
'1 don't isle, but I lava Se
sow. • Several lettere are Woken ea,
sal typewriter"'
WInslow's IllOotkina Syrup for children
teething. softens the gnaw. Miners inkaansair
Um. &hays pass. ewes wind salsa. tic a locrAls.
Some people away up in the social
scale are-really,too light to bring the
seals down.
Lbw and kidney tem taints will be greatly
helped by taking Osrisid Tea regularb.
The wages of arbitration should, be
paid as peace work.
Liam STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS
Electrotypes
mi GREAT watery
FOR, SALE ..AT THE
LOWEST PRICES BY
WESTERN NEWSPAPER UNION
521-5.31 W. Adams St., Cbio•••
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ADVICE TO THE AGED
Are brings Asfertottloo, such se slugalal.
tpS•wels. weak kldney• sod liver,
litt's ills
tome a specific effect se thews afenno.
stimulating the bowels, .altres satirmil tatInS.,
aw4 imports visor to the whole aytotao.
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e R to Comfort
A vanished thirst-s cool body and a refreshed on;
sure way-the only way is via a glass or bottle of
4•14--- tor-Apie••._
Yew caret.mas. thew realise that they
as. tea roars older- • than they were
Me years agb.
your he
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The Teliscce Assecistior.
UtilliMsi the toluseeta--trawers
ed than their tetIon--at
g the Tobacco Association is
war. Those farmers who have
bourne the burden for years
while others have helped to
mu the reward, declare that
they will make no further fight
whether it remains
or not.
The Record has no more In-
terest in this matter than any
other citizen. What we -*ant
. to see is the - -
forth to dig and plow, rig a conventions. No voter can castjust reward for his labor. To his vote from one to a dozendo this he must study and think
like other business people or
_ sloe the fruits-of his toil will go_iagge1y.Ao3hoss
- e
think the reposition confront-
ing the farmers_ is a very seriousone, and if they _remain indiff-
erent and permit the Asseeiationto pass out or sikistence, they
will not be required to Ii
to regret it.
- the Association is -
thing, it should never have ex-
hotittind RO one should delay itsend. If it is a a good thing asall will admit, just think how
'(ale Commodes'.
• aaLgeneral assembly all par
ty nominations must be made In
future by primary election.
This law includes everything
except nominations of delegates-to-presidential conventions, and
It is to be devoutly hoped thatunless they receive the assis-i three nominations will be enclu-tance of others whose duty is to dint before the arrival of thehelp a• much as tbity,
It requIrei- 40--iirgument to
eonvittee: thin
the Association is a good thing,
_gad that intelligent, thinking
farmers will stand back and alle
It as down is a thing we do not
understand. If it is good for
other buainegt-interests to organ
ize, why not for the farmers?
Yet we are now confronted by a
condition that means the end oc will be fraud in the primaries,the best organization they- etiOribut no such fraud as is perpetehad, and no one seems. Wrë toted in conventions.
-It is also true that there is a
law to punish fraud in the pri-
maries, but. there is none to
punish itift_the conventions.
In the tiRmarfeA_Abere can be no- repeating.119 ash done in the
tuitional. election of 1916.
On every band in  Owenaboro
be heard: "Thank the
Lord, we have had our last con-
vention. They are rotten.
They are not expressive of thepeople's -frisbee, because-- the
corruption practiced In them
hat dithied the grat majority of
democrats to refuse to partici-pate in them. Of course there
times. He can vote once only,and if he votes in the democrat-ic contest he can vote in_ao  eith•
---till__Virnaries- are
d on the same day, and thevoting in each precinct in allparty contests is as the same
one set of .officers&NI the• balloting.
-Several gentlemen have said
Inquirer that they never
one politicalconvention in their lives, as onewas enough to disgust them for
all- time.
Party nominations are nowPut up to all the voters of a politfoolish men are who know it& jail party, and if the voters dobenefits to them directly and yet net turn out atid select the__ van.make no effort_ to keep it didates they Want they have T no-he flers- 44 " - body to blame but themselves.
_ _
their -interests. They producer tise primarrwiliput the rings- the Wealth in this part _of - the and cilquel :Out of business ifcountry. Land values are soar-1 the people will only exerciseing skyward for the aeaaon that _their rights under _the__primarywhat land produces is bringing law to alianate the candidatesbig prices. _ -To_ keep this eon-T.-Owensboro Inquirer.dition in 
- - -efrorthought on the part ,laitmooti-sf Wm- twig. &vowel'.of the producers. Then in the
name of_ailAst jasaered..1.0-tbei----Wkiifof this country, let the,farmibt study their conditions
more, go to work in a systematicwas to perpetuate the TobaccoAssociation, and. assert _theirrights to share in a reasonabledistribution of what is producedon the lands that are their own.Unless some effort is put forthand that-soon we-may- -berm;
CatiewnY-CoUnty Fiscal Court
Regular May Term, 1912.Whereas, amid the crash ofmertality, the passing away oftime and earthly endeavorments,we are again ..made to note thesilent tread of the last enemywho continuos to wield: theenviable sc3.the of destruction.and at whose -bidding the
that. has been drumming the
r Clieuersi Co Testimonial. (res tala :113 years old and was nips tow - - To. Wham it may concern:
Rupture Spedialist, I called on -71w1m):111:11;thredSlaY 
concern: 
• meti_ jod. at •
tured when I was 16 years old. 
I have been cured of rupture
WI Reaalea. Hearing of Dr. G. N. Murphy. - by Dr. 0. N. Murphy by the
To be held at Popular Springs hint _
--
church fisturd_avitane 22nd.--ibe• 
-In January 1911_,_After, • -• ' _.opersaut failed. uncured 1•:thlisit De. Murphy's -method
complete cure soon resulted. I without a ting o
its------1---11g_lan explanation_of_w_weritw
ti 1 a theusand dol. they all seem' highly pleased
...
as cured by is ideal. as I am personally se.
inothat. of treatment for Tap- for 56 yearstune, I had him treat me and • a DrThu.,,
I otheeis-whom-Iteltib--cured, and
this city, qusinted with perhaps a dozescheerfully recommend him
who are ruptured. A. N. Seitz. lars 1 my cure. Respectfully, withcarpeMachinisOi..,,,c. R. R. Shops.-,_- --Fred Kemleiter. .
woo . n
theintercuir. I. C-I.I.RS.ViLLt'Sihohpii•..• •'OTHER WELL . a .4 .* ..d CURED BY-MIT-TREATSIENT.is Kolb. Jr. PaducalLKy. Clarance Bennett, Paducah7Ky. Edward Wade. F'illtim, Kv.
_
11 a. m. Preaching by J. D. George Snyder .' " Rev. Max _Weisecke " " H. J. Locke
S. F. Buchanan •• . IOutland. 
• W. A. Snyder Adolph Mehrer
1:30 p.m. Singing led by D. B. J. A. James - " " J. H. Newman
" -" Carlton Housman
• 
4 •
.. as. Campbell. La Center, "
•,.•.6
• • 6 6
,, Thomas Mintier2 p. m. Preaching by Edd
. .. Anthony Threlkeld; Hampton.
..." "
Outland. II. L Tucker
John Wood,. _Lone Oak,
" C. H. 11orrisonveybody come_ and_ bring:S• Ai 1,e-ackrd---  . - ,-,---- a- n.- Parker, 1fociel, Tenn.-
_E
:our' dinner. As ads - is the-I-la-MP McLaughlin - i. --"----I-oh-11-n . eVilierry, Fulton, Ky. IC37,Sin1P.31311. ' •
- _-first attempt to get, the .entirot - HEMORRHOID CURED WITHUOT THE KNIFE 4
Amily-tegether. We hope all '  -- -• • .who poseibry cati Will be presentt, -:'and a glorious day expected. I,dingotopmi esthod
case 
Dr e Ergeni F. Hoyt, a'weIl-known surgeon of -New York City. says: "There is not a possible
tnast tcittnnesot"bev c%uirgivt•ssithmoustelihseukfleeirfies, and Al fatmerafitfttavlor:ssyeta_orseex ilaeirniesue•heoisso manyOutrand.
By Edd Outland A. hemorrhoids with the hypo-dermic needle_„ Ism fullf.indorse every -word or the above statement.
_ - __Alsave.also-eared-morethan -One 'Kindred cases of malignancy or cancer ' h. in t e past twenty_year-s---____
farefoucthSunday. We wanteve
ry body who wears the Outlandname, and all their connectionto consider it their meeting.Everybody invited WM
to attend. Bring . your. SilverTr lik --Ull_atalj books. --
-Program-10 a. m. Singingled
Outland.
•••• •
_
-
_
• * - - •
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,
spread upon the Oeder. Book of
Court. it caw Ur furnished
tattles
tettl-tathc
et Tani-
HT.
_W. Patterson,
IC. Clay lerwin. County-Attorney, R. Falwell, Clerk,C. L. Jordan, Sheriff C.S., T.WL_Jones, 1). S., J. A. Ellison,J. P.. W. G. Hamlin. I'., W.
IL Pant, J. P.. Lee Clark, J.P.. J. W. 1V1.,
-2.-W.-Wderson.JaIIar -•
Beware of Ointment foe Citark
That Contains Majoisy.
as will •nrody_doatroy the**two rif mined-and
•
 it-Wipiotaly der-snip. th• ivied* spasms when salter.itsgit through the mu us aurtacess.
?kWh arti les should sever he usedezerpt on Hitt Is from reputa-ble phystel a. as • damage theywill do la ten to the good youeatseatspossibly 4 4. front them. HallsCatarrh cure talaaturad by Y.J.Clioney . To o, ciastaltia 'no mercur . and is ta n Internally.acting directly upon ths blood andmucous sublet,' of the system. Inbuying Haallia_Wanh _Curs•be
ran grt the iodic jokcit
•
CURED WHILE YOU WO
ft'
A. H. Seitz, Padsteb, Ey. hidloW180-116014-4.
-
7
:JtW
years  Riiptund
•
 
of Rupture without
y
ger.
-4iorked.- • • cured without a cutting spatial! after the knife had failed,
an mad* In Tolido, O.. by
_-_•.________ ---- DR. ---G-.m-T-muRPH E
week.
•
The merchants of Murray RUPTURE SPECIALISThave taken considerable Spacethis week to-place their adver-tisements before the people ofCalloway. county, and to tell ofthe many bargains they have tooffer. Those who have takenspace are: B. Holland &
Ryan & Sons C.O., G.D. Johnson, amination0. T. Hale & Co.; and T. C. County teNix, of Coldwater. _ July 19-20 tw-The merents of Murray rountY tea- need no introduction to the nee- J uly 24-27 tgoi4, e,l• )
Teachers Exankaties..
County and State teachers ex-amination June 21- (white.)CountYand Statqteachers ex-
une t (colored...)
eh examination
e.)
ers examination
quired,to ire long to see the re- life march of earth for these pie of Calloway county, they I aal St. (t teachers ex-
turn of the conditions that snany years has ceased to per-•-11 known  •! b •
• 
. are et andp(.1.1 ar am:motion AuprostV-17 I White.)
broUght the Tobacc:o Association form its Juretion,, arid thi-,,• an- 
out of, hil.:iness the last few
into existence in ' o'her spirit ri•t,:i•red r:_.ed ' to save you money :tt :.lt times. 
•; mess men, who always 4..ndeavor.. ‘..ounty ard State teachers ex-
:non tn Au..rust :•,,1 I us. 
I Martin and Co. have bought', the stock owned by L. E. Gra-ham and Co. Messrs Graham
,
land John Clopton will _ take-charge:6f the stock now owned by E. B. Holland These chan-!ges are to go into effect after il July 1st. These are all well, known business men anti need4 .no introduction to a ('alloway;, public. We are gitto to welctinvl
Record.
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Foils a Foul Plot.
• Whereas. on May 2, 1912. desirabl • and te:eful. • articles _ If you have the itch. don't
' a shameful plot 'exists
Pleased Him who tiOeth ad :should attoeal to the per,on who :scratch. It daes not cur -the When
things well to remove from .his: .aims to get the best at die low- trouble and makes the Ain bleed between liver and bowels to All Parties hold.
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life's work to -a mere honored lest prices.and -deserved . position. one- of - Look up the advertisementsthe members of this court, and and give them a careful readingWhereak at our first sitteng awl then let tiles?), gentlemenwe sadly mi:is - the presence orli:2:-)116) Y.-17).&I they
1 ' ou ._17.eonven-_the.slue.c-aseti,- Wilthanit C-ifi.liiii. I
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iho,st earelul, judicious, faith- i 1Vervou-- c- - -2f4.-7 •
ty, Ker t'ick. _h aAnst_une 44-its
therefore. _ . ' •
and honest. members, one who !was, always attentive to th'e bus-iness entrusted ti. aiert___toevery -eau-Sr- for improvement, 'advancement and progress of ,hilicounty. and devoted .to the'welfare of his canary:Be It Further Resolved that
1
in his death, Liberty districtand Calloway sio uh-Ty-Thai -.Jost • apatriotic -citizen, his , church a!true and upright christian, hi jehildren a kind and .1Oving fath-:ca.a! _his wife n Ce-..bte41
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r7jr" 1-1hia? •
Are you easily tired, lack your
usual vigor and strength?
Then your digestion must bepoo.r. your blood must be1111, yntir-ncrves must beweak. You/ need a strongtonic. You need Ayer's_Sararilla. the only Sarsa-parilla entirely free frttm alco-
• hoLike-believe your doctor
.mdorse these' state- "11 Aurorar " It F.1- . --.:*. out Sam tWatki7la
"pt. forth•
Apply Baliards Sno
Rub it in genti,y o
!parts. It reit s
4stantly and a
reniOves the use t
jig a perminent
:5e, roe and $1.01
notice. te r•ise, if the, •N Arita'. lelkabeth lupe;• 
16'-'1=4Mti,-.42-1"""-..."*"‘"re"ltrt-j/r7"inirPt4-- 't;"
- • 4_04. "Correa_ It at 4mi-et" he writ •-
Notice.-
Liniment. cause distress by refusing to act, 4,1:nulnds.rtginnsthe affected take Dr. King's eyr.- Life Pills, We'rei;1*. n:iir_ itcLing in- arid end such abuviof your sys- mope-T.1v ' Iapphcatioris tern ._ They_genVy-compet -righfl-ment ai.- c..perform,- action of stomach. liver and bow
collecting same.
„ or thfore Aug 1st. -1912 or he forever barred fromcur .Price • els,,and restore your health -• andSold by 'all good feelings. '2:le at Dale &
g debts • arid-
the_ estate of
tleceased, are
present same .
me for pay-
Dile& Stubbleield. !Stubbletields: Cold Storage.-• The_folloisir4 are 
;Calloway teach•-_-rs who have re-
turned home frenathe Western
Normal- University.. Le4ington,
kesliort vacatieni_kfri_re tak-
ing-un7tbeir school duties: Mis-
ses Atlanta Bynum. Beatrice
Crisp. tsrooks Radford. Edith
Bouland, Ruby Burton. Dollie
Smith: Messrs.. J. B. Hutson.. A.
S. Hendon. E. H. Cailon anti
-Luby-Ittonnw
•Corn For Sale • I have aboiit
CM barrels of good corn for sale,
at Ak per Lit. Fivkiniies smith
of P.ermingh,- tm, ABiTTITITIghaht
•••  41.-
keinecky Cliiiren't Rome Society. :end of Hargis barber shop. Will
I am handling ice in the rear,
be pleased to till your demands.
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i children of both sexes up-
. • latives a few flays.
;oil fourteen years of age.
The Ouldren are. expected to..
We don't know .exactly how toi..1kfamtilrY. U'Esein-t-1- 4.14;" nsIcekmoolkl7. S;fn.itiahNe' means a girl that is pond look-
pronounce the word chic but itschool, etc. We only plaev,...our lag-even in; a linen duster.t,- •
1'children with Christian fans- New;g Democrat..
•---Nowitittry-sVoriltin't -"chick"'-- If any of the rtchders of this apply tck-a who iS good look-mgt.:Nen without the linen du--
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sick with consumption, typhoid ' fly with wire screen paddles or
t fever and cholera infantum? He 
!
sticky paper, or kerosene oil.
and may call on you ne.xt. 9. Kill the fly in any way, but
1. Where is the fly born? In 
does
manure and filth.
dropped in for a casual call. There
. As governor of New Jersey, he has
imight for the plain people and they
O :its equal. "Guaranteed for all love him. In doing so. he has ants-
40° brinchial affections. Price 50C genized the interests, lie knows it,
O 0 .11.3 51 Li - 'Dial bottle free at but doesn't
 care. He has faith in the
0
_
Mrs. George W. Puce, Rawson-
.00 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 ; 'and for roughs. colds him.
are no frills nor' fure-belows about
Fie is essentially Jeffersonian
0
RYAN & SONS CO. BARGAIN
s --Offer Inducements that are ;nducements
Come this wiry iet th• *a
lions, !ten crane aad see. If unteue pass the whole thing up-we will have ;t
day miming 15th Inst.- and on till further notice. 
Terms Cash or Prodoc,:
phoneor?cts. Nothing out on apprcv al or Lid as:de for 
anybody, exupt
Keep ikis in mind, and don't ask ollicnvise.
iks shape &Our-
in Hand. •No.I.J
being paid for.
....•••••••••••• lim•••,-...•••••••• 
••• •••
ide rnbleaclioil :1)Let.it g I ; 1:eillanc. stook 1.ali -: 7%1 : •-ti l'cilor•
I :14111.i tic l'eplierell l'r,bleacheil S11.•. wear nt half---prire -
rink, '2 nile black Silk T,..a ‘'hir': -ex.
I i.•.1 over, wool, i,••,teoi., ;•. .- rt,-,
Ladies 15:. white fore It .,.. at 10.-
"- - iiii!; --:71:•---1740 . ' ---75T"
;25c- Illeaehed Table Damirk !lie ' • 
25.• • 
• a 
. ' .. .1 !ie •
,
We Fine Mercerized Damask 6:1-Tnales 
r 15v •-•- --11.-4- --•-•-ile_
wide- : ZS: • MI'ii. bleached drill 5 ),.. Elastic St.
atil
-1.-5C-Turkcy-ttert-ltrimask-21k• Drawers 
at :Vic _
Bit!FiChOti 1)antask Napkins ready him- . Mr•n's Jc ble.• C
hain. ir•kv Shirts,. full
re.d 49c r dor. • .
Judge Strin9Cr Of 1111n4;is Fteng•
_ nizes'Hun_al _the L9OlV;11
Itader of the Party.
:=
riii,hoiar•and Prove! 1,• •
Veal otive. New Jeirry
man W•uld DC- Ocrtinant
tie Praviiteritral Lila
IV lAWREPICIVEL STRINC.Lk.
CM•qiIdate For the
, licnaterrom illinoi•
Lorimer.
'
1-1.1,011, and si•tilion tnit; ;,. f'. Big 
S•114, 1' I 11.•-at 44•11•4er'S
. :
1.11:-; 10111  and_ (iglye
rs‘ ill, (
11411•1614.-N 1..,11 1•4-4,41•Ap•-•44.4-411---' •''..• le..tail F 
from 11.0, tat read maw' of la,4' 1•;1:11l'a'', lir. E. . .11.11!."
adteiri•ii • h St. • Puxun circuit, New July
nacoptila,ao 0 ;-1 of 11%,' (Int 4,4114 -
walking wida:k piexadew fill .if 1114 Plal•
Weal ii..11f.ratices and writtniti._
Still shire irredlapoved - h1.4 fa-
vor. until I hail peraorially -met euil
1.4.5e Black Taffeta Silk f17-in
$1.00 Heavy Pack Taffeta':
wide 79c
$LIM Heavy Muck Messalin_e Satin yd.
wide 79c T
_
• $1.00 the yard assorted Dress Silks 53e
We China Sitlks-ta inchei wide- 19e _
•25e Silk Waistings at 15e
10c *things, P('reatsat 66c _
15C White-ltdia Linen, best in :the
land at 91.•
2.5e All Linen yard wide Skirting CraSh
. at 19e
'25 and 35e Colored Dress Linens at 19c
Big lot Hamburg Edging, and Irrser-
tings at nearly half oft
Ladies tine -54te- Summer loion Suits
_At 27vit 
Ladies 2.e SummerPants at 15e
. w
silk 36,- in.
.Wh1 "'awry and-W lit. 4
Merv's 41.00 Fatiev Shirtit
en ' k Sleevoress T7!..u.enhietA 1Se,
.75 Pair Ladies ,a irted tine slippers
carried stock r • n gin-----$L-5O --t-0-
11:1,50, _sizes_ 1
0or at $1.5 -
I
f.atffis' White Top Skirts-worth_ $1.00
tali* .
Ladies fine 541c Vests' .Se,
....re. Silk i 404411:M1 •121e
24A. Kiirjtredt rhounn -121e •
Ille Madras Se
s-Shaving Soap• •
Creat big -Talcum Powder.. 13c num-
ber 10c
Nice Val Laces 50c the doz. quality
at 19c per doz. yards. •
This don't tell-it r11 belay, and to know you mu:A come and see for yourself. The very time for
ing the children up for sass& COME-C-OME-COME. _p RYAN & SONS &CO
L-jElEM DEIDOODOCIDOCIODEICI
versed Pith  him I was Out COI
Winced of Ids avallabi Ity sus ,a
cSine tui•eting Gov. Wilson. how.
*vet, all doubt in that restart!. In my
-owu ' been- -removed.
* Hazel iircisit, Mason's Chlipel;
July 27-2S.
About Egypt. Fartnt . ngton circuit. StorYtir
et--Ketet--Ito're"-414-Cflitpet,
Wflion :11 prisaireutiat_omiter_tg_.tos
*sect kind and quality required et the
present time. TO, begin with be is an
intellectual giant. with a broad c001.
pretetisive grasp of every puhito sit-
uation. Throughout the east he Is
universally -regarded as the-brainiest
American living today. Even in priv-
ate voncersation, pop intelleetuality
scintillates in every henteneo. he ut-
ters. Ile has a logical and analytical
mind. Ws ittngdage is MI111;41•4. easily
Yet dennite incteive and
con% in, itie: • lie has been a student of
politii a a weeny site cr• Via boyhood.
...bas-n-titten varied boo th
5'114011 and,hi concedod to be the
Weisel authority upon theories, o
government. - in the - out? t t tortar,
While our presidents have generally
been men of patriotic impulses. hon-
est and conscientious, still few of
there have been great Intellectually.
Thonsae Jefferson was an exception to
this rule. Woodrow 'Wilson. If elec-
11 ted president, by reason of his in-
treeever, pnly aortae IF,n00 Square
00'4.3. are arable. The /equitation elf;
,••••414 in.oriarsio. the density of the
esttled part thus surpassing that of
r latid MI • irth, Heights's not
etfreistiel Ia itiperlority of Egypt_
an in 'Wriest' iri-W--eounreY la owing-To
Ilirememitte eittriatel-the
esrrying on iarming all the year
mend, a constant 'empty of water
onseI, as a crluence of the Nile over. hard time
sow, a natural and perpetual occurs in 'hot w
if the moll. which does away with the not only }Mlle
areal rust of fsrallization.
st1net-11. eliarlitteriscics. training.
INCORPORATED kermess, patriotism, faith In the pee-
enry r
el, July -31. -
East Paris circuit, Bethesda;
August 3.4.
• Paris station. August-M.;
A. Waterfield.
For the Scandalmonger.
Tb.•I rtlearas a• h fie4
•11-1,-h-,1 • with a curious relic of the
• hieh some workmen In :making
tho city can ae. cross.
• ' repriteeisting a itrineinr 
leire showing- the teeth, rh.,
oetance -being repellent 4 namagh. In
-•viy the loquacious woierie. the
.randalmonger. was .brought to her
senses. The stone, suspended by a
waic"placed round her neck,
tnd so aecoutered she was compelled
.0 walk round the town In which she
lived. The' stone Is supposed to (tat.
:bout tie- sixteenth century.
painful gums
is disordered wels loose and
the body c fortable. The
best help y u ca give the little
sufferer, i/McGeOe Baby Elixir.
_41t.sOrroots sour stomach, 
cools
and gidets the bowels and helps
Pride 2...-ve and 504- per
ttle. Sold by -Dale & Stubble-
Aeld.
• Buy your millet Yom ns, we have
got -the quaP Tennsssee German
Milleft- A. Is. Beale & Son.
f•-••••-- ••• ••••
Teething bahitisittliays_baYea________
this proems
ther. They
contend with
ut the stomoch
FLY CATECHISM
1 6. Is the fly dangerous? HetKILL THE FLY. '
is man's worst pest and more! _ ----*--
.
- 2. Where does the fly live? in
every kind of filth. 
dangerous than wild beasts or Drives off a Terror. .
3. Is there anything too filthy 
rattlesnakes . The chief exee.,tioner of death
for the fly to eat? No. , 7. What 'disease does the fly in the winte
r and spring months
4. (a) Where does he go when 'carry? lk carries typhoid fe- is pneumonia. Its advance
he leaves the vault and the ma- ver, tal,erculoAs :eel summer _agents are co
lds and grip. In
nure pile and the ,pittoon? In-. complaint.-
How.: (-) n --h any atta by one oVthese mal-
to the kitchen and dining-roorn.. 
i 
- adies no ime s •uld be lost
and hairy 
(b) What does he do there? lie l feet' What is. in taking t bes
wngs 
his correct name? Typhoid 11,
-
v. 
't 
•
ainalie to
alks on the bread, fruit and-
vegetables; he wipes his feet on
the butter and bathes 'inthe tot-
ter milk.
5; Does the tly visit the patient
9. How shall we kill the f
V 
less thousand
la). Destroy all the filth ;lb- to be Dr. Kin
the house and yard: (1.4 pour.: "31y husban
pie and extraordinary intellectuality
would indeed Ise a second Thome: 31:16,-G‘!‘:!i‘Giit!€11 i1
11
Ideal Chief Executive of State.
11J Sit°1)11 lj"k
-Jefferson. ,
As governor of New Jersey, be has
given that state a practical business
administration, so conceded by all.
He has shown himself o be pce•uliar.
ly fitted for the 'executive ()Mee along
the most practical lines. IA meeting
him, you are impressed with this fact 
•
The schoolmaster is not in the least
in evidence, lie is plain, matter of
fact, and hie conversation% is not, pie
dantic or pedagogic, but direct. force-
ful. and earnest.
Above all. be a man.or the people
lie viaselsorn with De silver spoon
naninshis mouth, lie is not a man of
or wealth. Ile is easily approachable..
'No 'dignity hedges bin? about. He re-
medicine ob. sides In a Very .modest home at Prince-
it off. Count-
-en. On knocking at hls door, no ser-
vant, liveried or otherwise, met us Xi
ave found this the portals. It was the gyyernor Wm-
New Discovery. 
self who opesed the door for us, wel-
yes it has 
•curned us in. took our bets and wraps
and laid them aside. ushered us Into
lime into the vault; (e) kill the 
kept him fr havi peeemo. 1:rs library, m
ade t.ts teel at Flome and
  nia three or four times," 
writes t talked to us neighbors who had
A
style
Big lin
smrd
and s
1.aili
on.
and all f our very !WA and latest
•uesed one fo
urth.
rens Slippers from the
-to •"ze.2 in 'Misses, all fresh
tipy, cat one third. •
Tailored Suits $111.00 to $12.00
values, all fresh and brand new. your
chnic.. for .$6.75
Baby Elite Shoe Polish Se
Pearl Buttons ̀ 2e
to 3h eta - Ift I--
mher or .75c a a d 
•
7-
7. II 1
fit. thatchers*. of ditty._ otorlinni
eliara Iscicter, tisety of Issetlyreelfeelive
10,14 feu relive abil!ty, Pella
.o, tirgeeil benesie. erseikoririfaiis District -Makes ow *roe
r nit r-onien densnernee 4itel I mut fratilipt   Kitissalt•
td is Cssferessee.
•1t%,$ Wroider.
'rho •l'a••••.
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I 1.1 I ,
1V• irk circuit,
W,'I 
; 11. „foil.. 10; IL 
I - circuit, Mawnt Crtrritt•I,, -
- ITerray•St.atirel,-.1wle::11, t
()live circuit, 0101:4'. -1!11)."I.
;1,:tt!‘arrn. lierniee, July 5.
1t wood .cireult, Pleasant Hitt,
. fit :1"1:'
, • circuit, p I *r
•• At-
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Be innin Saturday,lune 1st
Three months for
... Summer Hats ...
Trimmed Hats,
at Great
and Flowers
uctions
Thanking_ t
past patro
or their
tfolly,
and croup we have never found
people and takes them into his con-
'OP ; Stubblefields.
O .. . - TT'_ of Duty Su-preme. -....--
I at my ad v the same/ Ile • at fearless la his ex-
. - it..vt- totoictions with the courage of
- I also found hini to be a man of -
: This is to certify
iiton) Keel. pr. ,:aloas of opinions. if -they do not
_Ini1 sun .tlitriey,t
11:4s left rr* horn ,and I have abesutet:ewdlot 
your
notr:iirjoin:7. " I* 
sorry.
is views to coi-
1
and be stied. a I will not be • 
form with yours. ills sense of duty, this day set hi _free,,--to sue:t
is supreme. Ito- would not change him
, 
wrong, 
=has convinc. ed 'that he was
aps ..i:11.11e for any bts tracted I, m . men though' it made him pre-
O ,,,. him, thi fay h. 1.919 li nsiodielitLit poilitieiciiasn.niov.t a,tr:tosnimate4rs.mlalinias
-1--9,n-thet word implies. He abhors
I machine politics and machine met•
0 • . W. H. Kew-.
0 The regular mor .ing operation. tris. He does nothing behind closed
.4 the bowels puts you in fine . dc"'"I• Everything 111111 him IS in
ehSpe for the day s WOrk. If
the open &IN be has- no political or
public_ Wefts What he says to you.
MiSii it you f 1 uncomfor- he le willing the world should know.
-
06 table- -aid gannet
year move ts
.‘r '.rregulirities
- rented V . It
I 
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I C. an ulat- r4c Soh ductice ills sense of dui)* sloop
.„ „ F ce
‘AtagtIliCi.,1 ".7,.. Z.-
1100 A quart lc zee' for 25c, ar rr .st,e „
Er 11-11be 1°111 °rIbre-igi
erbine wthele' achl'adinnel"" ofdP.NISTW;Pinden -lent in stat sq. ye Ideasof t°T.
For au I. stands today as the one t
teat pre:taent, 'dm-63.1Rbtifene liel;aLlerre.strength,ens
bossr's or Trillions writ 4 ontrol III:.
Ofeb.0.000.*401P00000414414-c
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Genuine Sterling Silver -rated Ware
The dilly high grade Silver Plated Wai-e not made
by the Trust. as you know the Silver Trtist prac-
tically controls the entire silver business.
We have a nice line of Genuine Sterling Silver
Plated Ware at 10c each as follows:
•„,, ,
Tea spoons not over 12
to customer : _ ,
Table spoons not :over
6 to customer.
-
Desert spoon snot over
t; to customer.
Table_knives nttiver
to customer. .,
Table' for a not over
a; to eustonwr._
Sugar Sf.ibon_not over
1 to cpstomsr.
s-•
Better' knives not over
•1.-to customer. •
Large cold Meal. fork
not liver 1 to men-
et-
graq- ladle notiJ
• >ver customer.
Large pie -̀server not
over ow To &mariner.
I ...lege -berry- spoors -n
over 1 to customer
These_Goods-go on Sale Satirdo. June 15th. at 10 O'dfiel
COME EARLY Take l'oruhrer(titaK;t 10c EACH
Goods:on Display:at. Our- Store:Vow, Vow
• - • -
G. D., Johnson
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Dun clearly Allustra • (Pin on. that (-ow made and previtled. TO
-irt)ory hitt edWeation. is a tiitti ilitts- mere indki„cte the „aid Bride. t Has a Remarkable Constituency.
trating the peril -tthe fly.
are ehown in •in e 
The tiles leo pleaded not guilt y. .h.nit for Diseuerion in a RI tem cengress. r)g," ,0! _ 4.4 b. r•-•11-• "1",". ilea --mew tamed 4O---outi-otiwt--4.-1.-.1.:4 that A
places*, and -before the eyes of the and her Country 'whet...leen shoe was otoete of them receive teen it,. ' kir37. the a in heaps
Of wrigg ng maggo.s. n ire ilia wileherefte wheerof _elle stood. In reeueate_for-riainee.itkor
bTa-127‘„ The vi   010% sentence or Death accor-- eitlzeno, others had been requested-to
- its unsanitary glory. -Still another dingly. paesed ag't her as the Law pass judgment on the worth of quartz
flat exhibits the aerobatie fly- lying on directs. -Extourtitm whereof yet sot which some worthy vo
its back juggling various articles with maines to be done.- These are there- -to be diamonds, and so on. but, to
It. feet. and even swinging a dumb- fore in- the names of -their -maples judge from the laughter that followedbell as large as the insect .William nnd 'Kr-g and a remark from il.ongressman Kennedy
Queen over. Englind &e. to- will--and of Iowa, was the best joke or all.
 • _ Telephone  _Whidwelock_ ___conunatul_you-Thet-upon Yr-rile-If-nest Kennedy (mill. -Well,. g.nt leaue.a - , 1
bting the Tenth DAY of this instant can't sympathize with you. I haven'tMaking the telephone set and wind
month of June  betwere. the fusers of -e-foolksh--eonetieueett In my titettict."th, ,los-k a novel idea lately pat
panic' in the, Dewey family.• -June 10th 169''Amaigatine, de.igned for making -•
-joints 'in "plumbing anti other lead "According to the within written •
work, is a very thin ribbon of easily
fusible metal that, having been treatki
with a composiDon to prevent oxida-
tion. is placed betneen tbe surfaces
to be jointed, and on the application
of heat melts and causes the other
metals to-amalgamate at a tempera-,
tore below their hormal meitifig point I
The process is adapted for jointng
brass .and copper parts to lead pipe,
uniting pieces of lead pipe, and many
steed by W. W. Dean. The limb of
• the telephone line that. when out of
Is connected to ground at the
eeniral -only., is in tie. new -system
roan' t tett to the subscribere !wok
_lel:1r, and reaches groand. th'rotigir a
toe or contact anti the toil that "ulatis.
reel sets the ..tock. groturd-to-
gteend eirealt• hi no rteallt. When -
-the-- clock-re--or-be-er-tauut-wourrd-o-
master cluck at thlr, primer instant
'if enn.,.•
eight and twelve in the eforenoon of
the same day you safely t•onduct the
b'd Bridget Bishop al's Oliver from'
their mar ties Gaol in Salem afores'd
to -the place Of eX.ectillOit awl there
ea:1,a, her to he hanged by the nick
until she he dead and of Tour fittings
herein inake return.. to the clerk of
Dewey's Valet Causes Stir.
There was consternation In w,:.#0-
141gron one night recently when It
discovered that- TA-kite:Ina. Admiral
Dewey's vah.t, had disappeared. That
.1 111th't s to
the. s'd Court and of gate tor'et.pt. Ar.d regular to his habits and it; his r a t
tesd.nre upon- Atluotrat ohm_
apd4this_  shall yeer  call:dent he worship?. and when h.• didn't show
•
HEEL 0
Things that Runs on Wheels
Several brands of the lighest_grade
Buggies that can be found on
the market,- --Prices right--
-quality considered
entuc v.
-
Large stock of Bicycles-and Repairs.
McCormick Mowers and Hay Rakes •
/Murray,
THE BEST PROOF
Murray Citizens Cannot Doubt It
, Doan's Iiidner  Pills • were
-
"I want to thank you from
the bottom of my heart." wrote
C. -B. Rader, of Lewisburg. W.-
Va. " for the wonderful double
benefit I got from EleetririBit-
ters, in curing me of both a se-
vere-case of-stomach-trouble and
them never misses a number. Stand. of rheumatism, from which
iii os a I 1110113, iii It is huh ear-rant eiv.n under my bend seal 
up for 24, hour,: the WissliIngton po- They brought benefit. - Ins OD Re hind legs. with its front had been an almost sufferer for
ii :g ourrent I, iii a 144ticry att at Iiostorr the eiglItit day of June in Ice 1"9.'' is" to -1(n'k The story was told to 'Murray legs resting on the poster. it moves.-
.
located him in the course of a fe:V ten years, It suited m c as
eentral Wilco to erounti thoottgit the the frqirth Yell' of lb,' teigne of out Its horns and beard from right to though made ,for me Forhours out in _utte.ett the suburbs ' _ -wintiMe an .r settine; ofl. 'The elk- Soto-el-en :Lord Wilnain rind Mary friende, and the little fellow e.O. • left, like an old woman reading. indigestion, jaundiceTime has strengthen the evi-is own acted_on by the coil. non King and Qmen over England. When it hag finished reading. as the dispePsia.much aulazot1 whim be found (bat his dente.oRe Anno,jo Dona ItrY2-
Amalgaliee for -Jeinft. "WM STO1OBTON.
- other purposes.
-Wireless Telephony.
In connection with' his new system
O wireless telephony. Pmf, Q. Majo-
rette uses -a liquid microphone. This
eon-gists of a small tube ettached to
the diaphragm of the teirrePhOiie and
through which a stream of water
Sows between e pair of platinum elee-
tfodes. The water is slightly whin..
iated PO as to complete the eircuit be-
tween thevlectrodes. However, whea
the microphone vibrated. by the
• ()tee the stream of liquid fluctuates.
varying the 01.e-tries' resistanee In
sccordanee with the sound of the
voice.
Telephone Telegraph.
The telephone telegrapb is the Idea
of there Danish engineers, and its QUIN 
pose is to leave a -recorded message
for any subscriber celled wheu away
or otherwise prevented 'from respond-
ing to the eel. The transmitting ap.
'patatus includes it keyboard like that
of the ordinary typewriter. The re-
eetving apparatus prints the tuessage
on a tape in ordinary- chararters, and
single communications or 0 seHes of
them can be vent at any time, to
Await prompt ,attention on the sub-
precept I have taken th.• body of the Saved by Clinging to Flagstaff,
within named Brigett Bishop out of Myrtle Fields. aged nine years,
their majestic. gaol in Salem and
safely convelyhd her to the place pro-
vided for her execution and caused
sd Brigett to be hanged by the neck
until she 'was dead all which was ac-
cording to the time within required
and so I Make return° by me.
- "GEORGE CORWIN. Sheriff.'
The-First-lAmtvisite.
When t3esator Vallee Was running
for congress he called on an old ne-
gro Oho had in early lire served the
while crossing the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna and Western railway tracks
near her borne at Portlartd. Pa.,
stepped in front of a shifting
in getting out of the way of a passen-
ger train. The engine caught her and
she rolled upon the pilot, striking a
flagstaff. to which she clung until the
engine was stopped. She was badly
cut and bruised about the body.
. Just Holding Gum in Trust. —111
A little seven-year-old Boston girl
came into the house the other day
Vance family. Asked after hue health, chewing gum vigorously. Her mother
the negro replied: ' Mighty poly in was I:tor/Oiled and ordered the little
this worn but It's all right over ate to throw the gum away. The
Tinder' -"1130 Tail h#11*Terlu usually obedient child shook her head
trine of election? asked Vance with firmly. met throw it sway... she
great solemnity.. "It's the doctrine of said, ' because It ain't mine. It bli-
the Pilate." answered the old maw longs to Barbara, but she lent It to
"Uncle Ephrata,, do you think I've me till two o'clock"
been elected?' asked Vance again. ,
"Massa Zeb, I'd a lettle ruther you Cat Mothers Duckling.wouldn't draw that question. I'm too
At in Oxfordshire (Eng.) village innnet:: de grab° to tell n lie, but the
a duckling was the solitary result offar' ant. I neber yet knowed nor hear
a setting of cage, and. careless of itstell of no man bein' elected what
fate, the owner gave it to the cat, whoweal a candidate." 
was suckling a kitten. The cat at once
. ' Wok to the little stranger, and now
The Parable of the Tin ideas. washes and nurses it with the same
e ri Pot ten tarte-tuftt-Ir-Itorili-caTe- int-sim Aerate. till ifer own o
mind, and when he returned a tow
months later. to see If the facts were
still there, he was elegised to find that
the boy 'remembered them, lie paid
the boy a high compliment on the pos-
session of a mind that could hold
knowledge so securely and deliver It
up on demand with_stuch protupt and
beautiful exactneet.' Anether teacher:-
gave another boy ten facts, and. some
see hat had happelit ----yre--t-xie-t-- ----ttnited States telvInd IttirtipW.
r•r Men. CtOtotlitPt boy there had grown a' large.'nniabor
the ten • he had • gives- the ...,a_i_Wbbolus4ole tlideaT;taagmberniofinwiv ofrmat.haa eune. der.
Jiltt rahriag concrete a spade* itall of other facts. He made no further
g°decnereasine,ICIloropeasthla coca:all vigil:7 Biala. a "4beeitinvented with long, oval boleitip utry, for he was not Interested to
the Satir.x.ement :to. flow througli.aadi-.-- Ifita-werts -14111 there or not: Ile Saw - • - -
ttg btatIc. fhe -perter.tinnas aliciwl
- 4011 thelFaILFSPIeh.
1 --a •••••••••-•-
."‘ 
---1411W-wfilli-strewel”--400.440r- A
. man inarii IlluitrtOns. but att O. user
—11R1111 contelopti hi a.--A (titian
slain&
Stomach Telescope.
A stomach telescope. invented by •
London surgeon and in constant use
in a hoiffiltal in that city, enables a
doctor to see the exact condition of
_the entire interior of a patient's stom-
ach.
timeT11 after lie- als4-tested -the -boy.-te--,_
- knot% e'eether tto faeta h2 had giver,' lir\Pereasi.".
unusual absence had aleaost,created a e a ea er
• . • rourishing the mind. One mug feed Electric Bitters have no equal'.! The testimony is from this
locality.
The proof convincing.
Miss Cora Graham, 1301 Jef-
ferson, street, Paducah, says:
"Doan's Kidney Pill were in-
deed effective in my case. I
had tried every thing I could
think of, nothing aid-me any
goad. had heard several peo-
le say that Doan'-Kidney-Pi
were excellent -4r what all
me, so-1 decided to give the
remedy a trial. I am glad I did
so far the relief was speedy and
gratifying. I 'have no hesita-
tiorrin saying that Doan's Kid-
ney Pills are the best kidney
medicine I ever used." (State-
ment given February 7, 1908.)
RE-ENDORSEMENT
When Miss Graham was inter-
viewed on January 30, 191 she
said: "I have no occasion to
use Doan's Kidney Pills or any
other kidney remedy since they
cu me sap-years- ago.- -You
rare allizeertrto udrmy state-
ment as heretofore."
For sale by all dealers. Price
50c. Foster-Milburn CO.,'Buf-
falo, New York, sole ageitt.s for
the the United States.
Remember the name-Doan's
-and ta,ke no other.
There is no real heed for amy-
the body. Thus nothing lost in the--
commune. What a pity that all novel
readers have not, the stomach of this
practical goat'. They Might then eat
the books they had read, buy more.
and so the man of letters would ha
the end be able to at la his bang:"
Che_aPest accident insurance--
Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil. For
burns, scalds, cuts and emergen-
' - All-druggists sell it. Zc
and 50c.
Try them. Every bottle is
guaranteed to satisfy. Only 50c
at Dale & Stubblefields.
Strayed.-Nine head of sheep,
four marked crop off left ear and
underbit in right, four lambs,
five old sheep, old sheep sheared,
Leff about four weeks ago. Re-
turn or send information to 0.
Trevathan, R. F. A-AL.-it:4-
be rewarded. - 2t-
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•
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lig REDUCTION IN
• MILLNNE•
in order to reduce their stock of Mid-Summer Hats
the wholesale house put on ,a reduction sale of all their
latest patterns, and we haveust, reeeived _a large con-
signment of these shapes.
•
• In Black and White Naas and Hair Braids
•
• which" we are glad to offer our customers at less values
than ever before: These goods will be on display at our
store Friday and Saturdux._ _Co_me and take advantage of
• these bargains.
•
ration. Chamberlain's Tablets
will caupe an agreeable inove- •
_ .miens of the bowels without anal • MURRAY tilitititlY MARPA
••••••11.1111.11061•111014.‘
The resettles! Goat.
M. Jules Renard was the mayor of
C.orbIgny, In the Meer*. Every Sun-
day he contributed to the Journal de
Clatneey and this is the sort of thing
he used to give the peasants. Writing
of the Journal °Mete!, posted up on
the wall of the restrict and which no
oue  ever reads he sail:
-Could Shout for Joy.
had forgotten the goats. One of _ 
official sheet has an appetising smell and to rid the system_ of kidney
proven the result lasting. ot freett paste in go t ta it Aft poisons that cause rheumatism
MISS RUTH,HUMPHRLYS, ffaantr,
.i..a,sdat 44:401tiliti-744/ NUtrire' -,14M. faikaa¢ tray; -ror'sare -sii-b-c-L • -
Tents • 'Doe sunottakett;to '4,7411 mares. Eli 3411$ •
1114060-#011-1111116---,--
tbot- the Pbrairse for Whicb_iltrY _had  Many Thousand S.1')Its of •riagh._ unpleasant effect. • Give them 8,
-4141-4"F-411- tleteld. 
e
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•
:and no -ight to ki:1 him. FO ordered
. ionieroot at a Time.
"110Me people have a tunny wity_f_tt_
Assets
maid the.magager of at. rink. "They
learn one (t:rot at a time. With a skate
On the right foot they -keep, them.
*elves tip with the !eft foot until the
Tight learns the movement, then the
left foot Is trained In the same why.
-"Vail-the .lastsa--0(---pbseles---end---ittr-,
ill= nature the skater who teaches /
her- starta
Wanton piecemeal ought to get some 
ligemeadodus bumps when
gut on both feet. but somehow the'
-c
le iter-•-wkates-
ray without accidents."_ .
Don't Prescribe.
We should be chary of pressing rem-
miles upon the Celt other than those
which their doctors have already pre-
scribed.- It is ne%er a safe thing to .
tamper with drugs, and though cer-
tain medicines may be curative for
Ourselves and certain treatments
iprove our sa:-..otion they may be hurt-
to others. rasps have been known
at Persons te,,COmiriir ma rionsly Pi
through tskir.g a medicine prescribed
for thee by ether lora:ids In 'IA hi,*
ease the rentsdy- was a suitabie one..
Picked Out the Culprit.
'Just look round the ce,;rt ;Ind tell
.gag it you can bee tue man et.ren you
120tieed making off with the. bicycle.'
said counsel to witness at the Lon- .
40b Mogi session the other day
:The witness compiled and gazed sus- I
Viciously at. Mr. Wallace K C.• I the
eludrniar4). Then he stanced round
ad court again and once more hte
styes were flied on the 'Lair-man. •
moor _his gaze, settled on the forn-
Mean of the jury. "that's the man."
ertect the witness, amid laughter.
•
Yours Veryiespt:
C. L. -Jiiid• int,-S. C.
With Deadly Persistence
the Indian 417. egtlitimii••• t111.
4.‘ 1 1.;11,
gel..., .04 ti 1: I .
C. An I ti,liiii.1.%% I .
tintkt. a iTrntrCGT,Ii
f/.0"ill, t
, 
'311!.•••
•111 -
St• ..11•14 ii •
014 highest speed
ever record. d for a motorcy0e. .114, s i t•'
7i . ,j!. • •
.4 I s •
••.±-
I s ,
11.1- - •• /Fawn •
Ptelarre & fr. antrrestros beokict.
-Across the Comment vs an lathes .n .214
Days." •
'S.0,0 Miles with as
ai4.144 Up Pike's Peak:*
''A MstonyFie Tow la Ike Graeae Stat.
Dfoo or a card sr for one. Is h.' •
C•
Thanking you in advance for ein among thefirst o .:•til14 of the • ightlfehth century 00:11..
e • a• 00••1•0 thwre !Hold 4.4•••to•4•484•46464•4•4•••1•ei•4444•48.4•4.644•+++414•54.
to • gaiheo$ f. • an .441%. rr .pay 1912 tax, we are as evert 
•
m /1 V. \e Y01 I .11.•r ot 1'74
11 4.11. r .1 44 111.111Elrfr.14
' ' •.4 .1. t. '41
- •,;• . ••;•. it A.4 :If flt.• 1••11 .
-air... r 141:11we is( it-- -.11•••
• , : /...1..1., le!.:4,1•••4111/11-, 111:11. ; 4,
II: .1,-:•••. 1,111ICI•• i.e.. 11111 -10 : !I
!4- 04.4'.t • •-f f
•••• .* ,i 1.:4 tr.% X\ 1.r,•• or I
  "
• U --------- 
 
4:414!R3PPED IN AT RIGHT TIME -
1 Burgiaris  Opportune Visit Enatded
• •
Tarantulas EPected Cure.
-A 4etter from Olo Mexico gives • Calloway Motor & Cycle Co.jascription of a r;tio of a demented
proxactt nos. --
paying -their tax and -I believe yo ill--eQntiinie-- the santer.--;-,4-igrnt"krt.'"r-Dtr eir;
. to tKr rrtrt---en 4flerrtran--yerrTfc-M. , ,
1W 
inurray, Kentucky.
eirrorrtrte ehm . 11
'1..0.1 ill ell way. h, o 114 ter 4.44141 "I"`
N
Seale &
•
-r
•
4-
•
Tine WI;
*We again express our thanks to al who, in the past two .„„ ,,,.!‘„,. ti.• te
years,-have-so km' dly.responded to t e calls by promptly 'n>sYmIta mtliy. fro um" •  +
-1-44
r---"Yli 
sIfaeTrrHs
IAPositil:Cuth(3'ut MUri.:
T
. -W....._ ___..
"How do ,st1111 1100011rd for tIM bid%
flint ef Kiang!"
The rubleUntl gentleman addressed. If
glanced at a t•heek tor Is SA, repro!: -4••
settIllig -thiT-eielt of -tits mmtret mmth- .44
---bass.lo.1--ili..---••44444se---$14-.--4ieith-titstrusw-- .:
Itoit" to keen the rhanec•-p-elled øt n •-.
li: that • tie- foot% lee . r ...towel 1-t ''...
, • it .',u 4 cit. ,-. ,•c4 ,1 ' -;44 .: 1 44 I. Ili I "av
We are re --y to rect-1..,.%* t" t il \ (‘slor -1912. Anil ()whit;
the very urgent demand for money to maintain the pubtie '
work of the county,- we- ztsk that t -krisry one- make 'a speci,I
efiort to settle his tax at the earliest possible convelvience.
Call atour office or meet us at 01k'- of the followip
named -1s..41t_the date nam14,11a)m:
. l •
f 1 I • ! •
. 'Coldwater . Dexter and Faxon, :Sit. - June - lith a:-id Wed. July -Ht:-. _!ii.' • - .
Brown's Grove,i COptaid Store and Ili-c-o, Wed ", .... 19th and Sat. -" 136. , ,
.f.
, • '
'i
Lynn Grove; Alma and Newburg, Sat. " 22nd and Wed. " - Itth. 
It 
'  '‘.,"' ‘''' 
0 • .
411 i
' traisland,.Kirksey_and reiteriown.____. .___, Wed_ " _26-th -An-d--Sat• " 20th•------------.--:4----- 
I,.
Taylor's:5We, Providence and Wink --- - 'Sat.- ----.' - 29th and Wed "."= Z4th. , ,,,-,:::, , r,1'1, tt1 •,.:,...,(toll 4 ,_ ;.4t...11 = „• ,,.1 -•,.. n
1 . .. .'• .1 I, if .._
. 4
-Wed- illiv- 3142. _Ana Sat._ " 271h  a ' ' • • : - 1 -1.1.'"_,'"1.
I' I • Il• . •
J
a
imiumaionolummi
Backusbum, Hazel _apd Onward,
••••-•
• fid , HarrivG.rove-and--Patterson!-s-St' Store, Sat, .." and Wed. ..I;
- . *FA eokr....;; . •
• -44
a 0•41
• a paeka ,.ge , foe t1 41 find ;, 4 ( )• .n 4
ji•itty.rmit a Luggy or
a surrey.-Come nd see
ourline. It iSI it, nob-
- by 'and up: -date and
‘.at
" • Shit it, • ••• f • Ile.. thd. of sti-
coins.% he has the mr%.• • 0:04141.4144 4.,.
• •
'magi. The wit.: num was rtnning I MURRAt, KEN1UCKI•
the Ofato of Durraure Ahe n eaptur.d. Cr.•!‘.."1 Witt T fl
;Tba 14441-1-444. 1,:a4 To-Uut il;in
1
ilia= tied to a tree tn a pet -noted for ' •
Its gresit number of. tor:militate The The Flower's ef the Forest.
.1114112t ntorning men nere• sent to bury
tiks tinforfunate tiasi. but found h_el
:salve and in I•is; rational niitsd. a4•1
taennt..1•••• 
hkIafe:1: • .
ttevator St. Peter's.
• An electric', -elevator has hoeu in
Atalltd In the" I:tali-way .wilich leads
-to the-cupola of St. Petees. church In
Kona. The elevator has a capacity
jOr ci.rr)zig ter. ;4":1-ens, 't an
spprorefate faitin to-scrip:Ion. •
. . - .
A•.:' Greatest is Virtue. -
. know'r g u_&Di ;• 7 ' ;' :
irt-Tfic; af :.‘w.
4si LawaiAlit; Is' r
yearse!f- -A. B. • Settle &lea.
. 
•••
Woman to Rid Herself orritn
Undestrz.ble "Truck."
Th4• burglar hesitated. Rack of Min
was a sheer drop of 25 feet to the
g:ound , in front of him was a deter-
mined woman, graipini in her hand
-41 Ettee revolver. -lithe capered him
Steadily.
"I won't shoot." she said. ''if you
will remain still."
She advaneed upon tit•n and poking
the muzzle of the. gun In hts face
reached into lals.posket and pulled out
tits tos`Oltro-r. --
"Conic in.'
The burglar obediently stepped in-
side the room- All his courage was
son.-
-Sit down." said the woman.
Ile sat (WWII.
Sh.. got a huge ball of cord from her
boreau and spent the Lest .?„1.f minutes
In ty1ng 141:ii up.
Ti.' n .11, pointed out of the window.
-; •
Safeguard to Health.
 (MP 1110•1 1144.e:4,11 77.1- •••
111114.4r:4m -31. .44rd, fa - he:Ott, to
recent invention..- .• :lit .r
_...;41,1444i444 lllll itliplec•• TI44-; ii,-',•
n4,1441- a cet 'ar erystal gla.•••:. is ,
ery4C-1 to replace the tinily r
mootbross•-• 4•0•41mon I:-.', %I I. •
-Tiffri1711-iiTtorts 47 germs an i•leal
breeding ;deep. has
entbusialatie -Indorxemen• of doctors, I
bacteriologists and boards of healt h I
wherever Introduced :154,4'is approved I
-. by -all operating telephone 44,1144M144.11, I
T he glass part Call he instantly re..1
mov-d for eleankais 411141--4-Wfl- -be--re I
placed as Instantly. It ean be elled
clean withitut removal It Is less liable
to breakage than the ord1nary rubber
• panuthplee.. and admits light to all the
parts of the den lee, iln.s securirg an
extra good .sant.tare erindtttoti.--Tilus•
. :rated Sunday. Nlaeu.•.14-
•-• Alin...! I Mut ion, • • . • 1. • Iii tthat . our wagon eut these be.
Womeq Wet-k.
lieved and strengthened the buy.--
' the barn?" 
I 11.ted o-•a•• -I r OS so that they 1.a% reg.].
farni taborers. nuinit • to ;• Tu. Inr -4•:. Davis• • 
Olean called her husband, who 
%-buoy oi the hottiest• itt tit the - t Groger. Sulphur Springs. Tex:is.
- 11141mg behind the baby's crib in " 1"1".  "I"
nroul_
rola knUy rn. and I have•n I any Idea
Lion, and nut be earthquakes. volcanicxf tarring a 111111 of emend here! elothrts
Now I've changed my mind That fel-
• • •  •   1 4 4.4.;„: 4 ,•rt, ft eri•I abs said%
-would have to Jay aside this last It.uM- 1 irt..,:ltiliot,g1;.
al' -dis'a to sell, tototorr I told him - reciter. I-, the ....trier et
;net then r was of the ophilon that I n.
ft-tint him. Hut tam, wn:bad by aim tric14?olna,the(trc. irrt),o it•iti.toe
forty tor lifts _dollars for a new .one. _
of the 
mer's suit I've been wearing and IMY
low. on tile ebrner asked t;ot any , A g..rolellinla %%Le" tf:
I didn't. and our conteraatkul ended th' r
. • - willoti • to •113 dito ha
•
• --r----' c- Mc 'it Vsnir W
•
•
---------------------
• . 1 , •
•
•
The•_•PlaintIxe old melody. 'with Ito
pathetic verses was the tax quite 
ScottIsh song of Kul* Edward. .ratilk for
ti at seamen .4v es played -by---ske •bande
on zme of the ceremonial ot•("11611.1101
e•IN124,:tPd ;ricitk his funeral obsequico. :
the somewhittillrge like Air Jiiirtnoni
zing with the roli•mn occasion. The
earliest known' copy of Cris Ilne '
ody efeserved in 1;dluberith. and an-
neals to have- bs*ii• •14-1044.41 ; 1110 ;
erOtier part of the seveuter nth cen
tuFry The 4,1 I tinilantl. a 'lament for
the•.dirmstree f •
het:. :WO, t• .• e • ; , .1 q
•••/. , •
., • • •••• -17
• • • .1- • • r • ' •
lec
Made A tiew an Ot
• wets soh. ri! 1.:4444 4:1 Hi:,
.4,4-k••• urri•••; II
Al..ton, nett. N. C., "awl toy
I ver imil k tursalid 14.4t work right.
y of VIertsie Hitters 
mad ue .. r fuel ilk., a new man."
PRICE SO CTS. AT ALL DREW STORES.
, _Mance for Improvement.
After tickling the piano for a colpie
(sr -trwir!.. "flre" -Mr mulct i7-dt 7-T.itist
untr•rath to ask:
"Ity the way, what do you think of
those songs without words"
• With a little altertilloti." replle•I
the matter-of-fact young man tn- the
parlor scene. "they would make a hit
with nos" '
- "How could they be improved'"
queried the long distance key
punder
'fly rutting. out the music. n'so.-
-•ored the Malec-Wine hammer
"I suffer habitually from eon-
I stipatifin. Doans Reguletes re.
.101 ;.• a field fur a,..:ooatil.
Wool Carding.
.4 t 1.11•1111; 
• ...tottf.f_r t 1 ,‘ Ira
*1•1,,•'• •• • N4 , t (NO It i Or
• • •l Mf.tid.:•,..
trii!\
.1. V. I.:4.1-4.4% 454 ,.!„
Women of the highest type,
women of superior education aid
refinement, whose discernment
and judgment give weight and
force to their opinions, highly
praise the wonderful corrective
and curative propertie, of Cham-
berlain's Stomach ant Liver Tab.
lets. Throughout ste many stages
of woman's life, from girlhood,
through the ordeals of mother-
hood to the declining years, there
is no safer or more reliable med-
icine. Chamberlain's Tablets are
sold everywhere at 25c a box.
trho sal& t•-•take some 
•usw 
 c-; 11 ;11r%. this titniolos•r . Inc reasing 1 ...
The . United. Stat. s. te... c• r. has. netof this turniture out ''
gout.' St•-fle In this respect as ling- IJohn came in and got to work. The
in the dailv sections.Icirgiur watched with curious"- ewe.. land. Mere.
4uddenly his fees blanche4-1-1•4 looked
out of the window and saw in the light
of the-moon what John was carrying
••What are you doing- to me?" he
asked
The woman began enttIng his cords.
going to load 'yeti up with all
of -the old eyesores that.-w••-have had
In the 'house for therm Mapy yearn."
she said. merrIly-"all the furniture
••ri•rentt .1 t • us at Christmas by
art- d :el:stir/Ps, all the prIzes ire
ha vo taNeti irt- 'card Parties, all the
• Ili- pnrtralts--everything that VIlf
144 C Ii' ith..ply 0'114 t rid of."
_
Ccod Turn by the 01' Clo' Man.
. 'Fiat old clothes man la, k on the
ooin•-• kist new saved Me the pile* of
anew 1,141t." rernarlsed-a young
••••••. man ..-•••••terday. on tits way down
Eui1141 avenue past ,the out Arcade.
. hv ewoolen ae ntire . tif.•rol id the
herds. not only the butter. making. hut
the milking and feeding. In Pr:atm
t Dearly 1.4naitstuo women are engage-ill:Is
farm mwork, while ln ost ocourt.-*f the 
. tries of continental Eurone the finer
breed ate of cattle r mainly ths. result
_ i•orlomes_ _efforts. Ne-x 
Malin Maga..Sue. .
•
Cataclysmic' Ceology.
.:ALLo. 4.).sttol...• P ti, lotger
ist eeIt was une•• i1ie ricFf7.4 orin
lonl.ti,at 110. grAt 01a-riser on thel_
tartl.s surface hool--b4 en umitt%
tumugt:t.t.bni:t by ..andt!...1 xid- violent
cat ael5.1-414 ic s riretnies: lint sir
Charles 1,yell, as far haek iii 1S4111:
dem holised O.! old theory of rata-
elystn at once and fora yet% Sir Charles
proted by .facts %%hick Were Indisputa-
ble the great geolegieal changes
nave. been produced slowly by gr:141-
. •  •
• • •..4 1.t.1 on ..s• -
• •• • • ' '. • - • • •
; ! , • • .. !,• ; . . •NI, .14 -• "q( ri ,
Tat 1 I L 044 ti .41 .  t•• 'y 
44e
. '7'1 7 see It don . •
- d4‘'.; • i• _ - ta
7PP- .-1W"` hs;t1e137.***03111-.1PiP
•
•
•
•
•
Are !Making
Some dose nrices on an lines of .
urniture; ,Rackers--, -Sewing-Machines, Cast and
Steel, Ranges, and everything
in this line.
• cm
•
Vuican Plow!, Disc C vators, Wire Fencing
Come in and- let us make yo*
.
401110111d :ad SOrt
eemso- '---- ---- i
•••••••
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